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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

At the present time, many state educational
agencies and local school systems are faced with the
tasks of implementing and financing kindergarten programs.
Tanner & Tanner (1973) indicated that state aid was
available in 1971 for kindergartens in 40 states. Also,

in public kindergartens in the fall of 1971.
The virtues of kindergarten experiences for

children have been extolled for centuries. Great educa-

and Montessori intuitively sensed the importance of
childrens' experiences before age six (Shane, 1971).
In recent years, the general acceptance by educators and
the public of the theories developed by Piaget, Hunt, and
Bloom has added to the kindergarten movement.

be phased out and that schools begin planning for a
structure that includes three- to five-year-olds. He
predicted that by the year 2,000 most children in the
United States would begin school by age four. Shane (1971)

1

tors such as Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Basedow,

Howe (1968) suggested that the word preschool

61 per cent of the nations' five-year-olds were enrolled
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emphasized that it is short-sighted and wasteful to have
so-called compensatory education in elementary and
secondary schools to repair damage done to children
before they enter primary school.

According to Hymes (1973):

Although there is a predominance of theories,
research, and philosophies which substantiates the
need for kindergartens, a significant force opposing
kindergartens can be identified. Many of the opponents
of the kindergarten movement adhere to the belief that
intelligence is an inherited capacity - essentially
fixed and immutable. Therefore, kindergartens are not
ameliorative. The maturational theory of Gesell and
the influence of Hall contributed to this belief (Weber,

some prominent sociologists have stated1970) . Also,
that significant social changes will not occur as a
result of implementing kindergarten programs (Baratz

This position was
emphasized by Lazerson (1971) when he stated:

The movement for early childhood education 
looks increasingly like a cop-out on the 
present, an elaborate ritual which focuses 
on the future as a way of avoiding meaningful 
action on today's pressing social needs (p. 22).

The early childhood education movement 
has a quality of inevitability. We seem 
to have more and younger children in groups, 
and to have them for longer and longer 
hours (p. 72) .

and Baratz, 1971; Lazerson, 1971).
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Zigler (1973) indicated that "our money would be
better spent in changing the character and quality of the
first three grades than in adding expensive preschool
programs" (p. 21). Moore & Moore (1973) claimed:

With the acknowledgement that varying philoso
phical and theoretical positions exist regarding the
need for kindergartens, this study is based upon the
assumption that the need and the value for kindergartens
are no longer debatable.
that the number of kindergartens and student enrollment,
particularly in the southeastern United States, will
continue to increase..

Recognizing that a large segment of today's
society accepts the psychological basis for kinder
gartens, a problem affecting the success of kindergar-

This problem relates to atens still exists.

philosophical position regarding kindergartens. Weber
"While psychological evidence seems to converge(1973) said.

According to

The correlated research findings over
whelmingly suggested that young children 
remain in the home rather than in public 
preschool programs. We should do all we 
can to develop a wholesome home and keep 
him there - a place where the child 
can grow in an undisturbed environment, 
sharing the freedom and chores of the home 
with one or two adults preferably his parents 
in a warm, close, consistent and continuous 
relationship (p. 14) .

Also, it is assumed further

toward a single direction, the same convergence may not
be true of philosophical bases (p. 272)."
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Hymes (1967) research can lead one to forget that
philosophy is as important a guide to action as the

Katz (1973) stated that thescores from a computer.
fundamental decisions regarding early childhood educa
tion are moral and philosophical ones. The proliferation
of preschool philosophies (Parker, 1972: Butler, 1970;
Salzer, 1972) compounds the problem of implementing
effective kindergarten programs. As state legislatures
and federal programs dictate the growth and development
of kindergarten programs, many educators are faced

kindergarten program and how this program can be
According to Weber (1970) :implemented.

In recognition of the need for kindergartens.
the Alabama legislature took positive action by

1075 (Alabama Law, Regular Session, 1973).passing Act No.
In this Act the Alabama State Department of Education

directed to establish public kindergarten pilotwas
in each of the congressional districts fromprograms

which State Board of Education members are elected.
Further, the State Department of Education was directed

With the recognition that something could be 
done about a youngster's intelligence by the 
nature of the kinds of experiences provided him, 
new hope has impelled a search for the 'appropri
ate' and 'optimal' stimuli which will enable the 
child with meager background to function more 
adequately intellectually. At this point, we 
do not know what constitutes either appropriate 
or optimum stimula (p. 39) .

with the problems of what constitutes an effective
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to work cooperatively with local boards of education in
programs for each center by providing criteria and
funds for the employment of personnel, the purchasing
of equipment and supplies, and other expenditures
necessary to implement the provisions of the Act.

The Alabama State Advisory Committee on Early
Childhood Education (Suggested Plan, 1973) stated,
"As the State Department of Education accepts its
rightful responsibility for the education of all children,
one immediate step is the planning and implementing of
publicity-supported programs of education for all five-
year-olds (p. 5) . " A plan for the financing of public
kindergartens also was prepared by this committee.

program was $60,000,000. In one plan for implementation,
it was suggested that funds be provided by the legislature
for a five-year period (Suggested Plan, 1973). Based

present
attitude of the Alabama legislature, it is anticipated
that public kindergartens for all five-year-olds will
be a reality by 1980.

Although the State Department of Education will
work closely with the local systems in the development
and implementation of programs, the major responsibility
for implementation will rest with the local school system.
This is the pattern which is emerging in most states. In

In 1973, the approximate cost of a state-wide

on the subsequent passage of Act No. 1075 and the
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1973, only one state reported legislation concerning the
kindergarten curriculum (Tanner & Tanner, 1973). One
state law mandates that the program will be developed
at the local level and that responsibility for the design
of a program will belong to the individual principal
and his staff, working in conjunction with citizens of
the community (Riles, 1973). Foerster (1974) stated

additions, school administrators have had little or
no experience themselves with kindergarten education.
There is a strong possibility that this lack of experience
could cause the kindergarten program to become a negative
influence rather than a positive factor in the growth
and development of five-year-olds. According to
Hymes (1973):

conceived,

mere downward extension of current elementary school
If kindergarten programs becomeprograms (P. 31) ."

merely a fascimile of present primary programs, Hymes
(1973) suggested the possibility of lessening learning
in the kindergarten; he maintained that, in the long run.
society will be the loser.

Kindergartens have been our trial run on Early 
Childhood Education. The sad, frightening fact 
is that we haven't done too well with our five- 
year-olds. They so seldom are in kindergartens. 
So often they find themselves in pre-first 
grades (p. -73).

that in states where kindergartens are fairly new

early childhood education is appreciably more than a
Schaffer (1971) stated, "When properly
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Statement of the Problem

A review of the literature indicated that an
administrator's plan for the implementation of kinder
garten programs does not exist.
and easily accessible source of data to provide adminis
trators with information concerning processes of kinder
garten implementation does not appear in the literature.

the primary source of information for administrators
in Alabama.
assist kindergarten and first grade teachers to provide

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to design a conceptual

framework (model) and implementation plan to be used
during the expansion of the Alabama Kindergarten Program.
This model and plan were designed for use by administra-

personnel in local school systemstors and other
initiating kindergarten programs.

Importance of the Study
An abundance of curriculum guides. teachers '

manuals, and similar materials exist which provide
assistance to educational systems attempting to develop

A plan which suggests financialkindergarten curricula.

a program of learning experiences appropriate for

In addition, a concise

five and six-year-old children (p. ii)."

However, "This bulletin is designed to

The Alabama Guide for Kindergarten Teachers (1970) is
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considerations and criteria for establishing priorities
concerning the total operation of kindergartens appears
to be limited. This is especially significant in the
State of Alabama, for which the study is directed. In
the Alabama Guide for Kindergarten Teachers (1970)
this statement was included: "The local board of
education is responsible for establishing priorities
and allocating funds to support the educational program
(p. 82)." Local boards must use money collected at the
local level and/or money allocated from the Alabama
Educational Trust Fund to implement kindergarten

Neither the local boards nor the legislatureprograms.
has an adequate system approach and information base
for establishing priorities and allocating funds to
support kindergarten programs. A conceptual model for
the establishment of kindergarten programs in Alabama
could provide useful information to educational adminis
trators .

Limitations of the Study
The study was limited to an examination and

analysis of data concerning kindergarten programs, with
special emphasis on the pilot kindergarten programs in the

An analysis of this information8 Alabama districts.

used to design a conceptual model and implementation
plus an analysis and review of related literature were
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plan for the establishment of kindergarten programs
in Alabama.

Methodology
The methodology used in conducting the study

1. A questionnaire (Appendix A) was designed
to gather information from selected kinder
garten teachers in Alabama. The instrument
was composed of questions relating to personal
data, philosophy of kindergarten programs,
organization and administration, and general
information. Two members of the review
committee and two Alabama State Department
of Education staff members in the area of
early childhood education provided assistance
with the development of the questionnaire.

cover letter (Appendix
B) were mailed to all Pilot Kindergarten
Programs.

random to receive the questionnaire. The
primary purpose of the questionnaire was to
gather data from selected current kindergarten
teachers concerning their perceptions of

and developing the model consisted of the following 
activities:

The questionnaire and a

89-10, kindergarten teachers were selected at
P. L. .In addition, 65 Title I,
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A secondary objectiveof kindergartens.

the attitudes and information of pilot
kindergarten teachers and teachers of
Revenue Sharing kindergarten to Title I
kindergarten teachers.

2. A review of literature relating to the
implementation of state-wide kindergarten

Emphasis was givenprograms was conducted.
to the implementation of programs in California,
North Carolina, and Texas.

3. The present status of kindergarten programs
in Alabama and the direction in which the
state appears to be moving were documented.
This was accomplished through a structured
interview with Alabama State Department of
Education staff members (Appendix C) and a
review of published material concerning public
and private kindergarten enrollments.
An analysis of data obtained from the teacher4.
questionnaire was conducted. In order to
draw inferences and make predictions for other
population samples, it was considered necessary
to analyze statistically these data. Therefore,
questions on the instrument which were answered

was to compare the differences, if any, in
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by either a yes or no were subjected to the
chi-square test.

5. The development and validation of the model
and implementation plan were the final
activities. The committee selected to validate
the model and implementation plan consisted of
two Alabama State Department consultants in
Early Childhood Education, one administrator
of a pilot kindergarten program, and one
college professor in the area of early
childhood education. Each member of the
validation committee was asked to submit a
letter regarding the acceptability of the model
and implementation plan and any revisions
which should be made.

Definition of Terms
The following terms were used in this study:
Alabama Pilot Kindergartens: Experimental programs

for five-year-olds in eight school systems throughout the
state which were established by legislation in 1973.
Each State Board of Education school district was provided
with a pilot program.
the State Department of Education, began operation in
January of 1974 and provided 24 kindergarten classes for
approximately 480 children.

The program, under the control of
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Conceptual Framework: A general description of

the arrangement of a plan's or model's components.
Early Childhood Education: Education which

encompasses all children under and including 8 years
of age (Weber, 1970). It can be conceived as an extension

as a way of preparing
children to fit into a social role (Spodek, 1973).

Kindergarten Curriculum: The planned or unplanned
experiences that the child receives under the guidance
of kindergarten personnel.

Kindergarten: An educational institution restricted
to five-year-old children who spend eight to ten months in
activities which precede the first grade (Evans, 1971).

An abstraction of reality designed toModel:
improve understanding and/or prediction of the reality
being modeled (Albanese, 1975, p. 105).

"The process or activity of determiningPlanning:
in advance specifically what needs to be done in order
to achieve particular goals, how it should be done, when
and where it should be done and who should do it

Organization of the Study
This study was presented in five chapters. Chapter

I consists of an introduction to the study and included
the statement of the problem, purpose of the study.
importance of the study, limitations of the study.

of parental child rearing or

(Albanese, 1975, p. 166).”
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methodology, definition of terms, and organization of
the study.

Chapter II consists of a selected review of the
related literature.

In Chapter III, an analysis of the data obtained
is presented.

In Chapter IV, the model and implementation
plan are described.

recommendations for further study are included.
In Chapter V, the summary, conclusions, and



CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter was to review
literature related to the development and implementation
of kindergarten programs. The chapter, containing four
sections, includes information which assisted in the
development of the conceptual framework and implementation
plan.

Section one contains data on national policy and
trends in early childhood education. In section two,

In section three, the status of kindergartensreviewed.
in Alabama is presented. Section four contains the
characteristics of a good kindergarten as described
by recognized experts in the field.

It generally is accepted in the academic world that
contemporary influences in early childhood education can
be contributed initially to the works of Comenius
(1592-1570), Rousseau (1712-1778), and Pestalozzi

However, Froebel (1782-1852) is recognized(1746-1827) .

14

National Policy and Trends in 
Early Childhood Education

predominant theories of kindergarten education are
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His philosophical
beliefs were advanced in the United States through
Blow's (1843-1916) efforts. Dewey (1859-1952) also
influenced the movement; concurrently, Montessori

of early childhood education. (Evans, 1971; Weber,
1970; Spodek, 1973; Anderson & Shane, 1971).

Controversy surrounded the kindergarten movement

not until 1960 that the movement experienced its first
large growth. Evans (1971) reported, for example, that

By 1966, over 2.4 million children were inenrollees.
kindergartens; and in 1968, the figure had reached 3.1

Tanner and Tanner (1973) indicated that 71million.
per cent of all five-year-olds were enrolled in kinder-

This growth of kindergartengartens in the fall of 1971.
programs can be contributed to two factors. One factor

the shift in emphasis from affective skills to anwas
emphasis on the cognitive development of young children
(Weber, 1973). ' Major contributors to this movement were

Another factor which promotedBloom, Hunt, and Piaget.
of kindergarten enrollment was Project Headthe growth

Under the auspices of the Office of EconomicStart.
Opportunity, Head Start programs were implemented in'the

Many of the current conflictingsummer of 1965.

(1870-1952) made significant contributions to the area

as the "Father of Kindergartens."

in 1949, 960,000 children were official kindergarten

in the early 1900's (Evans, 1971); subsequently, it was
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viewpoints of kindergarten programs are exemplified by
the discussion of the merits of Head Start. Lazerson
(1971) stated, "I am terribly pessimistic about the
possibilities of substantive social change through
preschooling. Too often discussions of educational
reform appear to be a means of avoiding more complex
and politically dangerous issues (p. 22)." To support
this position, Baratz and Baratz (1971) added:

1.

2.

3.

Baratz and Barzta (1971) rejected the above assumptions
"That black children are neither lin-and suggested,

guistically impoverished nor cognitively underdeveloped."
According to Butler (1973), if Head Start were evaluated

the basis of its contributions to the health of theon
children and the involvement of parents. the program
unquestionably has been

that, upon entering school, the Negro 
disadvantaged child is unable to learn in 
the standard educational environment;
that this inability to learn is due to 
inadequate mothering;
that the ghetto environment does not 
provide adequate sensory stimulation for 
cognitive growth (p. 29) .

With the recognition of failures and limi
tations within Head Start and like programs with 
a social pathology base, proponents call for 
earlier and earlier intervention in the 
child's life. This follows from an inter
locking set of assumptions which they 
frequently make:

a success.
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Another viewpoint which typifies the criticism

expressed by White (1973) when he stated:

Adding to the controversy concerning the practicality
of kindergarten opportunities for all children was the
position espoused by Zigler (1973).
money would be better spent in changing the character
and quality of the first three grades than in adding
expensive preschool programs (p. 4)."

As educational programs expanded to include
preschool children, parental involvement increased

A significant group of educators supporttremendously.
the position that the amount of parental involvement
in the child's education may explain up to four times
as much of the variance in the child's intelligence and
achievement test scores at age 11 as the quality of the
schools (Schaffer, 1971). Weber (1970) indicated:

Another significant trend relates to efforts 
to reach the parents of young children and to 
involve parents in the educative process... 
The emphasis is upon parent involvement in their 
child's education both at home and at school.' 
It also involves helping parents become more 
adequately functioning members of society (p. 2).

of Head Start and similar kindergarten programs was

After nearly a decade of such activity, 
at least one central fact is clear: Given 
our current resources, a poorly developing 
three-four- or five-year-old is not often 
converted to an average or above average 
elementary school student. As far as academic 
effects are concerned. Head Start has clearly 
not worked for most of the target population 
(p.' 6) .

He said, "Our
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According to Taylor (1968),

In the development of kindergarten programs for California,
State Superintendent Riles (1972)
we recognize the importance of parents in the education
of their children, we strongly affirm that parent
education and involvement must be an integral part of
all programs (p. 4) . "

State Programs
Although considerable debate still rages over

the needs and purposes of kindergartens, the possibility
that practically all the five-year-olds in America will
be enrolled in kindergartens by 1980 seems reasonable.
This possibility is reflected by changes in the American
society and the value of kindergarten programs. Some
of these sociological changes are attributed to the
economic conditions and the new emerging role of women.
As the debate continues concerning what constitutes an
effective- kindergarten program, preschool education will

Bronfenbrenner (1970)extend entrance ages downward.

of the child-rearing duties be assumed bythat some

suggested that the family is withdrawing from the 
traditional child-rearing function, and he recommended

The realization that mothers (and fathers too) 
can be partners in both planning and carrying 
out educational setups and procedures is one 
of the most important understandings a teacher 
can attain (p. 280).

commented, "Because
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communities and institutions, including schools.
Recognizing that kindergartens serve social and

educational purposes, most states are moving toward
the implementation of public kindergartens for all
five-year-olds. If successful and permanent systems
of early childhood education are to be established,
the commitment and responsibility for implementing
these systems must be assumed from the beginning by the
states (Liederman, 1973).

state aid was unavailable for kinder-In 1971,
gartens in 10 states: Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia,
Idaho, Kentucky, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico,
North Dakota, and Oregon (Tanner & Tanner, 1973) .

that time, at least three states have implementedSince
Only nine states in 1971,pilot kindergarten programs.

however, had mandatory kindergartens (Tanner & Tanner,
Although a vast majority of states provide funds1973).

for kindergartens, only 61 per cent of the five-year-
olds were enrolled in 1971 (Tanner & Tanner, 1973).
Very little information relative to state programs and
plans for kindergarten existed.

A computer search of all articles relating to
early childhood education contained in the Educational

A review
of these articles and a thorough review of articles in

Resources Information Center (ERIC) was conducted.
In this search, 247 articles were identified.
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periodicals and books revealed little information
regarding state plans for kindergartens. Two states
were notable exceptions; California and North Carolina
systematically have planned and implemented kindergarten
programs with a variety of published information available
.Riles, 1973; Kindergarten Curriculum (ED034575) ,
1969; North Carolina State Supported (ED065170), 1970;
Policies for Early Childhood Education (ED023840), 1973;
The E. C. E. Proposal (ED073841), 1972; Early Childhood
Information (ED073858), 1973; North Carolina Pilot
(ED089863), 1973. In addition, limited information

Missouri. Missouri appears to provide a compre
hensive kindergarten program.
cent of the state's five-year-olds attended state-supported

Although public kinder-kindergartens (Mallory, 1973).
gartens in Missouri are commonplace, several problems

For instance, Mallory (1973)appeared to exist.
kindergartens should not be patterned afterbelieved

Secondly, a lack of adequateexisting primary grades.
space for kindergarten programs, a characteristic common

To compensate for these
two basic problems - organizational structure and
inadequate facilities - a unique experimental project
has operated through funding from the Elementary and

regarding programs in Missouri and Texas was reviewed.

to many states, was a problem.

In 1973, more than 90 per
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Secondary Education Act (ESEA), Title III. Briefly,
this program utilized existing school facilities and
equipment on Saturdays and used homes as classrooms
during the week. The program was focused on preschool
education for four-year-olds since most of the five-
year-olds were in kindergartens. Also, heavy emphasis
was placed on parental involvement in the education of
the children. Twenty-five teachers .were employed one-
half time to serve 800 children. Each teacher worked
six hours on Saturday, 12 hours in home-teaching visits
during the week, and two hours in team planning and
in-service. The operating cost of this project was less
than $200 per pupil (Mallory, 1973).

Texas.
the use of local funds for kindergartens, enacted this
permissive legislation in 1911. By the late 1960's,
56 districts had kindergartens that were funded locally
(Watson & Lanham, 1971).
Education recommended to the Texas legislature that the

Foundation School Program to offer kindergartens to
five-year-olds was passed in 1969. Attendance was
voluntary, and handicapped children received priority.
By 1971, 29,500 children were enrolled; and in the
1977-78 school year, an estimated 237,266 children will

state fund a program of education for five-year-olds.
Legislation requiring all school districts under the

Texas, one of the first states to authorize

In 1966, the State Board of
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Program Fourth Annual Evaluation Report (1973), which
provided the above information, the 1973 General Assembly
voted to provide state-supported kindergarten programs
for all five-year-old children in North Carolina by
1978.

California. The development of early childhood
education in California closely paralleled that of North
Carolina. The California Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Wilson Riles, obviously played a significant
role in the establishment of public kindergartens in
California. In 1971, the Superintendent appointed
the Task Force on Early Childhood Education, which
recommended this:

As a result of the Task Force's recommendations
to the California Superintendent, the Department of

implement the intentEducation developed a plan to
The major goal of the plan was toof the Task Force.

restructure the primary education for California's
public school children (The Early Childhood Education

This proposal for redesigning andProposal, 1973).
revitalizing early childhood education in California

significant changes which were appended:

The people of the state of California must 
make a long-range commitment of funds to the 
proposition that the first eight years of life 
are the most important period in determining 
the future effectiveness of all our citizens 
(Report of Task Force, 1972, p. 2).

was signed into law on November 27, 1972, with some
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A unique characteristic of the California plan
was its focus upon the kindergarten as an integral
part of the lower primary grades. Local school systems
which planned to develop
had to evaluate and restructure the programs in grades
one through three.

To provide direction to the local school systems
in meeting the plan, the State Board of Education
approved written policies for early childhood education

In the Policies for Early
Childhood Education (1973) this statement was included:

Program objectives must include clear reference 
to pupil performance in reading, language, and 
mathematics; staff development; parent education;

For the second year, 
$40 million, 
million.

The cost for the first year of $25 million.
The original figure was $51 million.

the total cost is 
It was originally $121

Four-year-olds have been deferred for 
two years. The plan now includes 
children in kindergarten through 
grade three only.

Although the funding was originally 
intended to be on a five-year-basis, 
the amended bill now requires another 
appropriation bill after the second 
year (The Early Childhood Education 
Proposal, 1973, p. IV).

For the first year, 12 per cent of the 
children in kindergarten and grades one 
through three will be included. The 
figure was originally set at 15 per 
cent. An additional eight per cent will be 
included the second year.

a state-supported kindergarten

on January 12, 1973.
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The above statements indicated that the people of the
state of California desired a kindergarten program which
could be evaluated and could provide accountability
for improving the educational opportunities for its
five-year-olds.

State Expenditures per Child. In 1967-68,
Ream (1969) reported that the average cost per pupil in
kindergarten programs ranged from $150 to.$800. Data
in a proposed budget for North Carolina classes in
1973-74 showed an expenditure of approximately $780 per
pupil for a class of 23 children (North Carolina Pilot
Kindergarten Report, 1973).
proposed budget for one class of kindergarten children
in North Carolina.

The Alabama State Advisory Committee on Early
Childhood Education suggested that the implementation
cost for a kindergarten class was $1,000 per child.
The second year of operation was projected to cost
approximately $633 per child (Suggested Plan for
Meeting Minimum Needs, 1973). Data provided by the
State Department of Education revealed that approximately

and parent participation in 1) program planning, 
2) program implementation, and 3) program 
evaluation and modification... Program objectives 
shall be stated in language that is concrete, 
unambigous and capable of measurement and 
observation (p. 5) .

Appendix D contains a
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$400 per pupil was budgeted for the consumable materials
and supplies needed in the operation of Title I
kindergartens (Appendix E).

A logical assumption arises that the per pupil
costs of implementing kindergarten programs vary
depending upon the needs of the children. Once a
kindergarten program has been implemented, however, the
operating costs appear to parallel that of the primary
grades in any given school system. The cost of
kindergarten programs is affected by the requirement
for kindergartens that one paraprofessional or aide
be employed per class. Obviously, the expenditure
per kindergarten class increases when this personnel
category is included.

Theory rests upon the basic assumption that certain
actions can lead to an acceptance or rejection of
certain positions.
philosophical positions. Unfortunately, the area of
early childhood education lacks a theoretical basis for

The lack of sophisticatedscientific postulation.
research in the area of early childhood development led

Finally, it seems to me that the really impor
tant decisions which have to be made by educators 
of young children cannot be made on the basis

Theories of Early Childhood 
Education and Kindergartens

Research, then, can develop

Katz (1973) to over simplify when she stated:
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To complicate further the scientific research
approach in early childhood education, one author
suggested that a dichotomous situation can arise.
Involved research can lead the researcher to forget

the scores from a computer. A danger exists that
research will tend to concentrate on the measurable,
and this will equate the measurable with the meaning
ful (Hymes, 1967) .

statements suggested conflicts in theHymes'
field of early childhood education experiences with
regard to research and philosophy. Recognizing that
disagreements exist, the general development of early
childhood education theories can be traced.

Until the decade of the 1960's, early childhood
education had been conceived as contributing to society
by helping young children become more effective indi-

"social and
emotional adjustment." Such an emphasis on the affective
domain supported the concepts of fixed intelligence .
and maturational theory as espoused by Hall and Gesell.

that philosophy is as important a guide to action as

of research findings. Research can help 
us clarify issues, identify some casual rela
tionships and increase our insight and per
spectives on the complexities at hand. But 
the fundamental decisions are moral and 
philosophical ones. There are experts in 
language and reading and child development, 
but there are no experts on moral and 
philosophical decision making (p. 142) .

viduals through "character training" or
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As a result of the efforts of Hunt, Bloom, and Piaget,
in particular, the realization became an actuality that

In the
1960's, personnel in preschool programs began to
search for "appropriate" and "optimal" stimuli to enable
the child to function more adequately intellectually
(Weber, 1970).

The research, its application, and the subsequent
perceptions held of preschool education's role brought,
in the late 1960's and early 1970's, a proliferation
of programs designed to improve the intellectual
abilities of young children (Parker, 1972). According

models, could be divided into these two groups: the
externalists and the internalists. The externalists
believed that cognition could be divided into elements
such as perception development, language development.

Members of this group delineatedand motor development.
these areas and systematically attempted to develop each
capacity by repetive, externally induced behavior

The internalistsorganized around skill development.
believed that the growth of young children could not be

Members of this group did notbroken into segments.
the parts (Wolfgang,see the whole as simply the sum of

1975, p. 217).

a youngster's intelligence could be altered.

to Wolfgang (1975) these programs, or compensatory
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Spodek (1969; 1973) indicated that the models

of the 1960's and 1970's could be classified according

to contemporary psychologists' views of man. These
viewpoints were labeled as the behaviorist view and the
phenomenological view. The behaviorist viewed man as

They
maintained that man could be manipulated through proper
control of these stimuli. Moreover, they suggested
that the laws which govern man are essentally the same
laws which govern all natural phenomena of the world;
hense, it is assumed that the method supported by the
physical scientist is equally appropriate to the study
of man. The pheonomenologists viewed man as a source
of acts; he is free to choose in each situation. They
suggested that the essence of man is internal and that
the most appropriate methodology for the study of man
is phenomenology, which begins in the world of experience.
Spodek (1973) categorized the current models into two

Some programs identified as representingviewpoints.
the behaviorist view are the Behavior Analysis Approach,

and the Bereiter-Engleman-Becker Program (alsoDARCEE,
Programs typical of the phenomeno-known as DISTAR).

logical view are the British Infant School, Bank Street
Model, and the Piagetian Ypsilanti Model. Although it
is difficult to group all programs and theories of
early childhood education into the categories suggested

a passive organism governed by external stimuli.
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by Woldgang (1975) and Spodek (1969; 1973), their
classifications contribute to the understanding of the
various theories.

The present need in kindergartens concerning the
role of theory was summarized succinctly by Ebbeck
and Ebbeck (1974). These authors stated:

Status of Kindergartens in Alabama
Until January, 1974, Alabama was one of the few

states which did not allocate state funds for the
operation of public kindergartens. However, in January,

24 pilot kindergartens were established in eight1974,
Before the implementation of the pilotschool systems.

kindergarten program, preschool experiences for five-
year-olds were provided by private organizations and
federally funded programs.

The vast majority of five-year-olds attending
kindergartens in 1975 were enrolled in the Head Start
Programs and privately operated day-care centers. In
addition to the pilot program, public schools operated

89-10, kindergartens; Revenue SharingTitle I, P ,L.
kindergartens; and to a limited extent, locally supported

Table 1 indicates the approximatekindergartens.
enrollment in kindergartens supported by public school

No matter what curriculum design is used by 
teachers in their day-to-day teaching, it 
is essential that there be some basic phil
osophical and psychological theory.underlying 
the particular design (p. 3) .
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TABLE 1

City Systems

Program

P.L.
20 156 3,173

Revenue Sharing 8 9 180

Pilot Program 5 15 300
Locally supported 3 9 180

180TOTALS 3,833

County Systems

P.L.
25 220 4,394

Revenue Sharing 4 5 100

Pilot Program 9 1803

0Locally supported 0 0
234 4,674TOTALS
414 8,507GRAND TOTALS

Number 
of

Systems
Number 
of 

Teachers
Approximate 
Enrollment

Title I,
89-10

Title I, 
89-10

Approximate Enrollment in Kindergarten Programs 
Operated by Public School Systems*

*Two city systems and three county systems operate Head 
Start Programs. Approximately 1,000 children are 
enrolled in these programs, but no information is 
available indicating the number of five-year-olds.
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systems. For the purpose of clarity, this section will
be divided into the following parts: Head Start Programs,

Programs, Revenue Sharing Programs, Pilot Kindergarten
Programs, and Summary.

Head Start Programs. During the 1974-75
academic year, 140 Head Start Centers were operated
in Alabama.
five-year-old children were served by Head Start
(Alabama Head Start Directory, 1974-75). No information
regarding the specific number of five-year-olds was
available. The majority, however, of the 8,082 children
was five-year-olds.

There were basically two identifiable types of
Head Start Programs in Alabama. One operated the full
year and the other operated only during the summer

Twenty-one counties, or approximately one-thirdmonths.
of Alabama's 67 counties, did not operate either type

These distinct organizationalof program in 1974.
entities administered the Head Start program: (1)
Community action agencies, (2) limited purpose agencies.
and (3) public school boards of education. Boards of
education administering Head Start were city boards of
education in Cullman and Phenix City; and county boards
of education in Greene, Cullman, and Lowndes counties.

In addition, 8,082 three-, four-, and

Day-Care Centers, Title I, P.L. 89-10, Locally-Supported
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Day Care Centers. The Alabama State Department
of Pensions and Security licenses day care agencies
which operate at least four hours per day. These day
care agencies are categorized as day care homes and day
care centers. The day care homes are operated in
private residences, and the maximum enrollment is six
children per home; the day care centers are conducted
in facilities other than private residences. In April,
1975, approximately 29,000 children were enrolled in day
care homes and day care centers. The Department of
Pensions and Security does not maintain records which
indicate the ages of these children.
number of five-year-olds enrolled in day care programs
is not known (DeShazo, 1975) .

Title I, 89-10. The largest number ofP.L.
Alabama children enrolled in public kindergartens attend

Approximately
7,570 children attended Title I kindergartens in 1974-

Twenty city systems and 25 county systems employed75.
376 kindergarten teachers in 1974-75. The State

Department of Education indicated that $2,978,626 of
Title I funds were allocated in 1974 for the purchase
of supplies and materials for the 376 classrooms
(Appendix E). Of the 376 Title I kindergarten classrooms

100 of the classrooms were in theoperating in 1974,

Therefore, the

those funded by Title I, P.L. 89-10.
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Mobile County Public School System (30 classrooms) and
the Birmingham City System (70 classrooms).

Locally Supported Programs. Several school
systems in Alabama have conducted kindergartens for
dependent children with funds from private foundations,
fees, and the welfare departments. The Huntsville
City School System has operated a comprehensive child

program since 1970 for approximately 120 children.care
This program was designed specifically for children
from low-socio-economic environments. In addition to
this program, Huntsville operated two classes supported
by parental fees in 1974. The Decatur City Schools and
Sheffield City Schools also provided limited kinder
garten programs through the fee system; in 1974,
Decatur had three classrooms, and Sheffield had one.

Revenue Sharing Programs. The most recent source
of funding for kindergartens has resulted from the
allocation of Revenue Sharing funds by local governments.

14 kindergarten classes wereIn January of 1974,
established in 12 school systems (Appendix F). Approxi
mately 180 children were enrolled in these kindergar
tens .

Pilot Kindergarten Programs. The first state
supported kindergartens in Alabama were established
as
Law, Regular Session, 1973). This Act, (Appendix G)

a result of the passage of Act No. 1075 . (Alabama •
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directed the Alabama State Department of Education to
establish public kindergarten pilot programs in each
of the congressional districts from which State Board
of Education members are elected. Each of the 8 school
systems selected for the pilot program was allocated
3 teacher units. A total of 24 teachers and approximately
480 children constituted the pilot kindergarten program
(Appendix F).

The legislature appropriated $800,000 to finance
this two-year program. Each school system received
approximately $45,000 each year for its 3 classrooms.

program did not begin operation untilBecause the
January, 1974, most of the money which normally would
have provided teachers' salaries was used to purchase
original equipment and material or to renovate facilities.

Many people in leadership positions played an
important role in the passage of One
particular group, however, worked strenuously for several

promote public kindergartens in Alabama.years to
This group of people composed Alabama's official par
ticipants' in the Alabama-Florida-Georgia Early Childhood

This project was funded.Teacher Training Project.
in 1970, from Part D of the Education Professions

The evaluation report of the TriDevelopment Act.
State Project referred to some funding for the Alabama

Act No. 1075.
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State Advisory Committee on Early Childhood Education;

these funds enabled the state leadership group to

function more adequately in establishing the pilot

kindergartens throughout the state. This committee

exerted influence toward tax support for early

childhood programs (Evaluation Report, 1973-74) .

Summary. Approximately 8,500 Alabama five-year-

olds are enrolled in kindergartens operated by public

school systems. If this figure is included with the

numbers available about Head Start programs and private

programs licensed by the State Department of Pensions

and Security, the majority of Alabama's five-year-olds

participate in a kindergarten program. Twen ty-eight

city school systems and 37 of the 67 county systems
do not have public supported kindergartens. Ten of

these counties do not have Head Start programs. Because
these counties are rural, the opportunities for kinder

garten experiences are practically non-existent.

Characteristics of Good Kindergartens
Attempting to describe the "good" kindergarten

is as difficult as achieving concensus regarding the

philosophical purposes of kindergartens.
"good"of the disagreement about what constitutes a

However, most
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kindergarten concerns the curriculum and the role
of the teacher. In regard to such items as facilities,
paraprofessionals, class size, and parental involvement,
there appears to be general agreement.

Foerster (1974) summarized the attitude of many
educators by stating:

A conflicting viewpoint is suggested by Williams
and Krohnfeldt (1973):

The previous quotations suggested divergent viewpoints
Williams andin regard to kindergarten purposes.

Krohnfeldt (1973) supported the advantages of these
conflicting positions by stating "these disagreements

(p. 27)."

Specialists in early childhood education and 
development differ sharply about the ideal 
program for the preschool child. Some emphasize 
academic preparation for elementary school, 
others focus on emotional and social develop
ment, and still others urge a 'hands-off' 
approach to permit a child to 'unfold as he 
is ready' (p. 27).

Authorities in early childhood education are, 
for the most part, in agreement that kinder
garten shouldn't stress 'readiness' activities 
for first grade in the broad sense that whatever 
'readies’ the individual for what comes 
after ... on the other hand, kindergarten 
should'nt be a 'laissez fare' situation in which 
children are thrust into an environment and 
left to their own devices with little direct 
adult intervention (p. 81).

will never be definitely resolved; in fact, the differences
ought to continue, so that divergent philosophies, unique
cultures, and specific student needs can be accommodated
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It has been suggested that kindergarten is

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor goals are
developed in a challenging environment (Foerster,
1973) . The following components of a good kinder-

detailed characteristics of a good kindergarten are
presented later in this chapter.

1. Commitment - The principal, other teachers
and supervisory staff must exhibit a
commitment to kindergarten and must support
the kindergarten teacher.
Space - Kindergarten students should have2.

auditorium and gymnasium.
Creative and stimulating materials and3 .
equipment.
Program comprehensiveness and diversity -4.
Individualization has, for sometime,
been a trademark of quality kinergartens.
Vigorous activity.5.
Continuity with other levels of education,6.
particularly the primary grades.
Contact with parents7 .

More specifically, the characteristics,
requirements, and standards for a good kindergarten

a year of language development during which important

access to special facilities such .as the

garten were developed by Caldwell (1974); more
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Facilities. An extremely important aspect

of kindergarten facilities which should be considered.

is the amount of space required. The recommended

amount of indoor space per child is approximately 40

to 60 square feet (Ebbeck & Ebbeck, 1974 : Alabama

Kindergartens, 1970). The out-of-door play area should

becontiguous to the classroom.

proof fence and gate should surround the play area

which includes trees, grass, garden area, sandpit,

water-play area, cement paths for riding toys,

and a soft surface for climbing equipment. Other

important aspects of the facility to consider are

storage space, plumbing, location, and floors.
A considerable amount of1. Storage space.

storage space, both open and locked is
Some of the storage area shouldrequired.

be accessible to children.
Two student toilets, one teacherPlumbing.2.

toilet, two student height

science corner with hydrant andaquarium

drain should be found in the good kinder
garten classroom.

teacher's work sink, one indoor and one
outdoor water fountain, and a terrarium

in addition, a child

sinks, one

can be categorized in the following areas:
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3. Location. Ebbeck and Ebbeck (1974)
believed that young children should always
be located on the ground floor level.
Some proponents of kindergartens suggest
that the kindergarten be located in
proximity to the elementary school. The
criteria by which proposals for partici
pation in the Alabama Pilot Program were
evaluated (Appendix H) included the fact
that the location of the kindergarten
should be on the site of an elementary
school to facilitate teacher planning
and continuity of the program.

4 . Floors. The floors should be easy to
A combination of carpet and nonclean.

carpet material provides more flexibility.
It is generally accepted that theStaff.

maximum class size for a kindergarten teacher should
not exceed 20 children (Hymes, 1973: Alabama Kinder-

one paraprofessional per class-gartens, 197 0) . Also,
Ideally, the classroom teacherroom is recommended.

should have a certificate in early childhood educa
tion .

(1973) expressed the importance of anTodd
aide in the statement:

The basic role of an aide is to increase 
the likelihood that each young child will
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To further emphasize the role of the aide, Todd
(1973) stated that, "When an early childhood group
has an aide as well

chance of having an educational experience rather than
a child-care experience (p. 2) . "

It is difficult, if not impossible, to
describe a competent staff. The probable chance of

programmatic success without competent staff members

is minimal (Williams & Krohnfeldt, 1973).

Equipment and materials. No attempt was

made in this chapter to list equipment which is
included in any good kindergarten. This information.
however,' can be found in Ebbeck and Ebbeck (1974)
and Alabama Kindergarten (1970). One should review

Prescott (1974) when contemplating thethe advice of
acquisition of equipment and materials

(1974) believed that the good kindergartenPrescott
typically has seven or more of the following components:

"Play dough" or other moldable material.1.
2 .
3.

Single-sling swings.4 .
5.

acquire basic concepts and skills of 
learning and of good citizenship more 
quickly and more completely than he 
would otherwise (p. 1).

Sand, either a box or area.

Grass, on which children are allowed.

"Laps", teachers holding children.

as a teacher, it has a better
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6. Large rug or full carpeting indoors on which

children can sit.
7. Whater-play of some type as an activity.

Materials such as finger paint, clay, and8 .
mud.
Child/adult cozy furniture; rockers.9.
couches, lawn swings, and pillows.

10. Dirt in which to dig.
Adnimals that can be held.11.

The above items are relatively inexpensive and appear to be
the ingredients which often are over-looked in many of
the kindergarten programs.

The conflicting opinions concerningCurriculum.
philosophical purposes which were presented earlier in this
chapter negate a precise description of the good kinder-

The prevalent opinions of early child-garten curriculum.
hood specialists regarding curriculum appear to be needed.

According to Biber (1969) , the curriculum should
provide some balance between adult prescribed experiences
that are intended for all the children and those experi-

Spodek (1973) suggested that existing programs

In Thepositions.
goals and are based upon different theoretical

Pre-school in Action (Parker, 1972)

are designed for different child populations with different

ences that are oriented to the individual child.
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accompanying theoretical positions is presented.

One component of the kindergarten curriculum

which has caused considerable debate is the role of

pre-reading instruction. A vast majority of early

childhood specialists agree on certain characteristics

of the curriculum as they apply to pre-reading.

Blanton (1970) expressed a prevalent position by

stating:

Shane (1971) added, "When properly conceived, early
childhood education is appreciably more than a mere
downward extension of current elementary school

Hymes (1973) warned:programs (p. 31)."

The kindergarten curricula in existence today

that most current programs fall into one of the
following four categories:

Their one great goal - get them ready 
to read, teach them to read - so often 
not only spoils reading for children but 
cheats the children out of knowledge, 
facts, ideas, experiences, mind
stretching times that youngsters are 
fully ready for (p. 75).

Moving first grade reading instruction 
downward does not constitute a desirable 
preschool reading model. Formal pre
school reading instruction should be 
guided by principles of learning and 
development rather than by existing first 
grade models (p. 7).

are too numerous to describe.

a thorough description of most of these curricula and

Shane (1971) indicated
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1. Custodial types, which hopefully provide
care in safe, healthy surroundings.

2 .
acquisition of skills in reading and
number concepts.
Cognitive approaches, which emphasize
inputs designed to increase whatever it
is that can be measured and labeled
"intelligence" but which avoids structured
academic content.

4. Development types,which seek cognitive and

curriculum and which endeavor to stimulate
maximum, personalized development.

Stearns (1971) examined many of the experimental
programs prevalent in the 1960's. Characteristics of
these programs which produced the most significant
effects could be used to describe the effective kinder-

These characteristics weregarten program in 1975.
as follows:

Clearly specified goals, including1.
intellectual skills objectives, which have
served to guide daily activities.
Active involvement of parents.2.
Emphasis on language development.3 .

Academic programs, which stress the early

effective input as "balance" in the
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4 . Individual attention for each child and

some program activities tailored
specifically for him.

Parent Involvement and Community Support
In most kindergarten programs the need for involving
parents has been recognized. (Weber, 1970; Schaffer,
1971; Taylor, 1968; Gordon, 1969). This involvement
begins at the planning level and continues throughout
the stages of implementation and evaluation. Teachers
should realize that parents can be partners in both
planning and implementing educational objectives
(Taylor, 1968).

California's plan for parental involvement
in the kindergarten program was stated .explicitly.
Responsibility for the design of a program belongs to
the individual principal and his staff, working in
conjunction with parents and other interested members

If parental involvement were absent,of the community.

1973).
In the good kindergarten program, parents are

invited to visit and' observe in the classroom. Parents

A library of games, toys, andteacher aides.
equipment provides the parents with access to these.
items in the same manner as books are obtained from the

no local kindergarten plans were approved (Riles,

are solicited as volunteers and often are hired as
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public library. Parents participate in training
sessions to learn effective ways of utilizing these
materials with their child.

Home visitation is another important aspect
of the good kindergarten. Good kindergarten adminis
trators will insist that teachers visit in the homes
of the children they teach.
must have this visitation time included in their
work schedule. Visitation should not be a requirement
to be met on the teacher's own time and at his or her
own expense.

There also must be a planned method of informing
the public about the kindergarten program. People in
the power structure of the community and citizens who
are not directly affected by the results of kindergar
tens should be informed continuously of the goals

In the final analysis,and purposes of kindergartens.
the public school system should have the capability
to justify clearly the need for publicly supported
kindergartens.

Summary
This chapter consisted of a review of literature

related to the design of
A review ofimplementation plan for kindergartens.

current trends in early childhood education indicated
that most of the recent kindergarten program sought to

a conceptual framework and

In addition, teachers
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social change. This social change was directed toward
the child's family and attemted to alleviate problems
of low-income families. As a result of this emphasis,
in a vast majority of the kindergarten programs extensive
parental involvement was noted.

There was evidence, also, that many proponents
of kindergarten suggested that the devleopment of
affective and psychomotor skills should be the primary
objectives of kindergarten. An emphasis upon the
development of cognitive skills often created kinder-

rejected by many early childhood specialists.
Although there remains a debate over the goals

of kindergartens, it generally was accepted that kinder
gartens serve social and educational purposes. Therefore,

to fund kindergartens for all five-year-olds.
Published material relating to state kindergarten

States which have published
considerable information relating to their programs

A review of kindergartens in Alabama indicated
that a small percentage of Alabama's five-year-olds

enrolled in public kindergartens. If enrollmentwere
in private kindergartens was considered, the majority

practically all states were attempting to provide revenue

programs was limited.

gartens resembling "miniature first grades"; a practice

increase childrens' cognitive skills and to affect

were North Carolina and California..
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of the five-year-olds attended kindergarten. It was
significant that 10 Alabama counties apparently did
not have Head Start or public kindergartens of any
type.

The review of literature indicated controversy
concerning the goals, philosophy, and theories of
kindergarten education, but there was general agreement
in many areas. Some of these agreements were:

1. The amount of in-door space recommended per
child was 40-60 square feet.

2. The out-of-door play area should be contiguous
to the classroom and contain 100 square feet
per child.

3,. Kindergarten classrooms should be located
in proximity to the elementary school.
Maximum class size per teacher should not4 .
exceed 20 children.
One teacher aide per classroom was recon-5.
mended.
A planned program for parental involvement6.
and community support were considered as
essential.



CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA

questionnaire mailed to selected kindergarten teachers
in Alabama. The questionnaire was designed to elicit
data relative to these two basic objectives: (1)
selected kindergarten teachers' perceptions of kinder
gartens and (2) the differences in the attitudes of
pilot and revenue supported kindergarten teachers

non-Title I teachers)
to Title I funded kindergarten teachers (referred
to as Title I kindergarten teachers).

For purposes of explanation and clarity,
this chapter is divided into these three sections:

design, population sample, and dataquestionnaire
analysis.

Questionnaire Design
The questionnaire (Appendix A) contained 20

personal data, philosophy of kindergarten programs.
organization and administration, and general information.
Fifteen of the items, which could be answered by a yes

49

(referred to in this chapter as

items which were divided into these four specific areas:

This chapter contains the responses to a
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or no,
differences in the responses of non-Title I teachers and
Title I teachers existed. A null hypothesis was
developed with the assumption that no significant
differences at .05 level of significance would exist
in the The

was used to test the null hypothesis.

examined to gather personal data and general informa
tion from teachers regarding.their perceptions of kinder
garten programs.

The items in the questionnaire were selected
result of the study of related literature in

which areas of concern were noted. Two members of the
review committee assisted in the development of the
questionnaire and two Alabama State Department of
Education staff members in the area of early childhood
education validated the instrument.

Population Sample
The questionnaire was mailed to the 24 pilot

and 14 Revenue Sharing kindergarten teachers in Alabama.
Of the 376 Title I kindergarten teachers in Alabama,
65 were selected randomly as respondents. The Title

table of random numbers was used to select the 65
respondents.

response of the two groups of teachers, 
chi-square test (X2)

Responses to the five remaining items were

as a

I kindergarten teachers were assigned a number, and a

were analyzed statistically to determine if
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Responses were received from 20 (93 per cent)

of the pilot kindergarten teachers; five (35 per cent)
of the Revenue Sharing teachers, and 38 (58 per cent)
of the Title I teachers. Perhaps the comparatively
low percentage of returns by the revenue sharing teachers
indicated that their classes had ended for the 1974-75
school year. A 93 per cent response rate by pilot
kindergarten teachers reflected this group's commitment
to the current attempts to expand public kindergartens.
Realizing that many of the Title I kindergarten classes
had concluded when the questionnaire was mailed during
the latter part of May, 1975,

in the promotion of kindergartens.
The 38 Title I teachers who responded represented

approximately 10 per cent of the total number of
Title I teachers in Alabama. This was a statistically
significant population size. A total of 63 responses

received; this total represented approximately 16was
per cent of the pilot, revenue sharing, and Title I
kindergarten teachers in Alabama.

Data Analysis
A discussion of the responses to each item and

possible explanations for these responses follow. Items
1 and 2 relate to personal data. items 3 through 9 are
philosophical items, items 10 through 16 are categorized

a 58 per cent rate of
response from this group also indicated a strong interest
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as organization and administration, and items 17 through
20 contain general information.

Item I
You are a kindergarten teacher in a program
funded by:
( ) Revenue Sharing
( ) Title I, ESEA
( ) Pilot Kindergarten Program

Of the 63 respondents, five were teaching kindergartens
funded by Revenue Sharing, 38 were funded by Title I,
and the pilot kindergarten program funded 20 of the
respondents

Item 2
The type certificate you now have is:
( ) Provisional

) Class B-Early Childhood(
) Class A-Early Childhood(
) Class AA-Early Childhood(

( ) Elementary
( ) Secondary

The original purpose of this question was to determine
the type of certificate held by the kindergarten

Hopefully, the responses would have indicatedteachers.
the number of teachers certified in early childhood

Either the question was worded incorrectlyeducation.
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part was not understood by most of the respondents.
The information contained in the responses to this
item related almost entirely to the degrees earned by

This information is presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2

Title I Non-Title I Totals

Provisional Certificate 1 1 2
Class B Certificate 1525 40
Class A Certificate 11 5 16
Class AA Certificate 10 1

3No Certificate checked 1 4
38 25 63TOTALS

Items 3 through 9

The kindergarten program or curriculum3 .
should be based upon detailed curriculum
guides, specific behavioral objectives,
and clear means of implementation and
evaluation. yes no

Type of Certificate Held 
by Respondents

or the procedure designed to elicit this particular

the teachers, rather than their areas of certification.
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4 . The kindergarten program or

curriculum should permit the
teachers to direct the learning
situation and structure the
environment according to specific
principles or theoretical frame
works concerning kindergarten
education. yes no
The kindergarten program or5.
curriculum should be one which
the teacher has complete autonomy
within very general guidelines
to aid in developing curricula,
selecting instructional format,
and specifying objectives. yes no
The kindergarten program or6 .
curriculum should be developed
by the individual teacher and
based upon her observations
of the children. yes no
The major purpose of the7 .
kindergarten program is to

children for successprepare
in the primary grades. yes no
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Children who have been identified8 .
as having the greatest educational
need should be given priority
when selecting students for
kindergarten classes. yes no

9. Readiness skills for formal
reading should be emphasized
in the kindergarten program. yes no

These seven items were designed to elicit information
from respondents concerning how they perceived the
stated philosophical positions of kindergarten, pro-

The responses then were analyzed to determinegrams.
if significant differences existed in the philosophical
positions of the two groups of teachers. The responses

Information in Table 3 indicates that the null
hypothesis, which stated that there would be no signifi
cant differences in responses by the two groups. was
rejected only in regard to item 8 in Section II,

i.e., philosophy of kindergarten programs. The
disagreement between the two groups of teachers resulted
from a rather obvious fact.
designed for educationally deprived children, and the

representative of the total school and community
The responses to item 8 indicated thatpopulation.

pilot programs required pupil enrollment which was

Title I programs were

are summarized in Table 3.
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teachers were committed to the stated philosophical

The remaining six items in Part II of the
questionnaire could not be associated by the respondents

stated programmatic philosophy.
Items 3 through 6 dealt with the type of kindergarten
program perceived as ideal. No significant difference
occurred in the responses to these questions by the
two groups. Item 4, however, received the largest
number of yes responses (57); item 3 received the
largest number of no responses (36) . The assumption
arises, then, that the combined majority opinion of
these two groups of kindergarten teachers indicates

(1) the kindergarten program or curriculum shouldthat:
not be based upon detailed curriculum guides, specific
behavioral objectives, and clear means of implementation
and evaluation, and (2) the kindergarten program or
curriculum should permit the teachers to direct the
learning environment in accordance with specific
principles or theoretical frameworks concerning
kindergarten education.

Item 7 indicated that both groups believed the
major purpose of the kindergarten program was to
prepare children for success in the primary grades.
More than two-thirds of the Title I teachers agreed.
with this position, as compared to slightly more than

positions of their representative programs.

with any implied or
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one-half of the non-Title I group.

it was stated that readiness skillsIn Item 9,
for formal reading should be emphasized in the kinder-

A majority (68 per cent) of respondentsgarten program.
agreed with this statement. The Alabama Guide for
Kindergarten Teachers(1970) did not refer to reading
readiness skills in its goals for kindergartens. In
addition, the sections of this guide devoted to equip

ment, materials, and the typical school day did not

‘an integral part of the kindergarten program. It
appears that a difference in philosophy regarding the
teaching of readiness skills exists between the
respondents to this questionnaire ana the contents
of the Alabama Guide for kindergarten Teachers (1970) .
In this guide the following statement was included:
"What these children (the disadvantaged) need, and all

total people, not simply pre-reading creatures (p.
98) . "

Items 10 through 16:

lation between kindergarten
teachers and first grade teachers
is adequate. yes no

imply that reading readiness skills were intended to be

children need, are teachers who will look on them as

10. In your school, the articu-
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11. Principals, supervisors, and other

system-wide personnel are providing
you with needed assistance and
support. yes no

12. Materials and equipment provided
for your class adequately meet
the needs of your program. yes no

13. De you believe that the teaching

part of the kindergarten program? yes no
Do you think all kindergarten14 .
teachers should have completed
at least one course in the
teaching of reading? yes no
Kindergarten teachers should15.

their kindergarten groups. yes no
Have you visited in the home16.
of every child enrolled in your
class? yes no

Part III of the questionnaire was designed to
generate responses regarding the organization and

Information in Tableadministration of kindergarten.
4 indicates that the null hypothesis was supported
and that no significant difference existed in the
responses of the two groups.

move to the first grade with

of formal reading should be a
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The responses in the above table suggested

the following:
The majority of teachers (62%) believed1.
that the articulation between kindergarten.
teachers and first grade teachers was
adequate.
Practically all (83%) of the teachers2.
thought that principals, supervisors, and
other supportive personnel were providing
needed assistance and support.
Materials and equipment provided for the3.
kindergarten classes adequately met the
needs of the program according to 51
(or 81%) of the 63 teachers.

4 .
that the. teaching of formal reading should
be a part of the kindergarten program.

5.
teachers said that kindergarten teachers
should have completed at least one course
in the teaching of reading.
Kindergarten, teachers should not move to6.
the first grade with kindergarten groups
according to 60 (or 95%) of the 63
teachers.

Seven (or 11%) of the 63 teachers believed

All except three (or 5%) of the 63
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7. Only six (or 10%) of the 63 teachers

indicated that they had visited in the
homes of all their children.

The last two statements were significant.
Item 15 on the questionnaire, which led to statement
six above, was included as a result of this comment
contained in the Alabama Guide for Kindergarten
Teachers (1970): "It would be a real step ahead if
the trained kindergarten teachers could remain with
their children through the first grade (p. 101)."
Obviously, the present kindergarten teachers were not
ready to accept this organizational pattern.

The Guide mentioned previously, and much of
the literature related to parental involvement,
stressed the importance of home visitations. Apparently,
personnel in most of Alabama's kindergartens, as
suggested by the results of the survey, have not
developed a home visitation program. At least, a home
visitation program requiring teachers to visit in the
homes of all their children has not been developed.

Items 17 through 20:
Have some children started17.
to read this year? yes no
In your opinion, how many of your18 .
children probably will repeat
the first grade? 
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19. What do you consider to be

the greatest need for kinder
gartens in Alabama:

20. What advice would you offer to
other systems as they initiate
kindergarten programs?

This section of the questionnaire contained
items relating to questions of general information.

are shown in Table 5.
No significant differences by groups existed

in responses to item number 17. Fifty-three, or 84

their children had begun to read during the kindergar
ten program.

In Item 18 the teachers were asked to estimate
how many of their children probably would repeat the
first grade.
indicated that they thought more than three children in
their class would be retained. Sixteen teachers said

children would be retained, and 13 said only oneno
child probably would be retained. The number of children
enrolled in each class wac not determined.

assumed that some teachers would retain a particularwas
child; and other teachers would promote the same child.

Six, or 10 per cent, of the 63 teachers

per cent, of the 63 teachers indicated that some of

Item 17 was answered by a yes or no; the responses

Too, it
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teachers' perception of needs for Alabama kindergartens
was made. Many of the teachers interpreted this
question to mean purposes or goals for kindergartens.
This was evidenced by answers such as, "Develop self
concepts , " tt Provide experience for the underpriviledged,"
and "Prepare children with readiness skills." The
statement of need occurring most frequently related to
the desire for qualified, trained, and creative teachers.
A need for parental and community involvement was the
second most frequently mentioned. The need to make
kindergarten a requirement ranked third in frequency.
The responses are shown in Table 6.

In the last item on the questionnaire,

The advice listed mostinitiating kindergartens.
frequently suggested that certified early childhood
education teachers should be employed. The respondents
also suggested that programs be planned, program
objectives identified, and curriculum guides developed.
Table 7 contains a summary of these responses.

number 20, respondents were asked to suggest advice 
they would offer to personnel in systems which were

In Item 19, an attempt to obtain the kindergarten
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TABLE 6

Responses Total Number
1.

1
2.

10
3.

1
Need more cooperation from parents4. 12
Develop self-concepts of five-year-olds5. 3
Prepare children with readiness skills 46.
Employ qualified teachers 157.
Need adequate facilities 38 .

3Provide adequate materials9.
10.

2
11. 2
12.

1
Develop social skills of children 413 .

Summary

non-Title I kindergarten teachers and 38 Title I25
kindergarten teachers indicated that no significant.
differences occurred in the responses of the two groups.

Make kindergartens required in all 
systems

Provide experiences for under- 
priviledged

Create more kindergartens and add 
four-year-olds

Arrive at decision concerning whether 
the program should be structured or 
unstructured

Adherence to the Alabama State 
Kindergarten Guide

Provide kindergartens for all' 
disadvantaged children

Paraphrased Responses Concerning the Greatest 
Need for Kindergartens in Alabama

An analysis of the questionnaire returned by
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TABLE 7

Responses Total

1.
8

2. Identify program objectives 6
3. Provide a half-day program 2
4. Plan the program carefully 2
5. Plan for social development of children 2
6. Provide instructional materials 5
7 . Develop curriculum guides 9
8 . Visit'exemplary kindergartens 5
9. Let teachers select the aide 1

10.
3

11. Do not enroll more than 15 children per class 3
Provide adequate facilities12. 3

13. 4Involve parents
14 .

1
with the exception of Item 8.
1 group indicated that children attending kindergarten
should be selected on priority basis with the disad
vantaged receiving priority. Non-Title I respondents
disagreed with this position.

Other results of the questionnaire suggested the
following:

Advice Offered by Respondents to Systems 
Initiating Kindergarten Programs

Do not pattern the program' after traditional 
first grade class

Employ supervisory personnel trained in early 
childhood education

Employ teachers certified in early 
childhood education

On this item, the Title
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Fifty-seven, or 90 per cent, of the1.
respondents thought that the kindergarten
program or curriculum should permit the
teachers to direct the learning environ
ment according to specific principles or
theoretical frameworks concerning kinder
garten education.
Froty-three, or 68 per cent, of the2 .
respondents agreed that readiness skills
for reading should be emphasized in the
kindergarten, program.
Kindergarten teachers, at the present3.

tional pattern of moving to the first grade
Sixty, or 95with kindergarten groups.

per cent, of the respondents rejected this
practice.
A home visitation program requiring4 .
kindergarten teachers to visit in homes
of all their children has not been devleoped.
Fifty-three, or 84 per cent, of all the5.
respondents indicated that some of their
children had begun to read during the
kindergarten program.

time, are not ready to accept the organiza-
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6. One of the greatest needs for kinder

gartens was in the area of employing
qualified, trained, and creative teachers.
Advice offered to systems initiating7.
kindergartens included these statements:
programs should be planned; program objectives
should be identified; and curriculum
guides should be developed.

In addition, composite results of the question
naire strongly suggested that philosophical positions
relating to reading as implied by the Alabama Guide

kindergarten teachers were not congruent.
for Kindergarten Teachers (1970) and as practiced by



CHAPTER IV
THE MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The major purpose of this chapter was to offer
suggestions to local school administrators concerning the
components of a good kindergarten program and the processes
to consider in the implementation of such a kindergarten

It is accepted generally that the local adminis-program.

cessful implementation of kindergarten programs.
Obviously, in states where kindergartens are new addi-

experiences with kindergarten education (Foerster, 1974).
Assuming, therefore, that the local school administrator
is the key individual in the implementation process and
that his experiences usually are limited in this area.
the need for a model and an implementation plan exists.

The models and implementation plan presented in
this chapter were not intended to be the final answer for

First, a model is anany proposed kindergarten program.
abstraction of reality with a purpose to improve under
standing .
little useful purpose; and, if it is overly complex and-

70

trator and his staff have a significant role in the suc-

If the model is oversimplified, it serves

contains too many reality components, it may be of little

tions, school administrators have had little or no
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Secondly, the procedures of the

implementation plan were limited in scope but could serve
as guides to behavior, depending upon the experiences of
the individual administrator examining the models and
plan.

This chapter contains five sections. Section one
contains the requirements necessary for an adequate state
wide kindergarten program in Alabama.
general organization and funding model for a state-wide

Section three contains a model ofprogram is suggested.
In section four.the general functions of kindergartens.

In section five,the implementation plan is presented.
the verification process is described.

It is apparent that financial support is the basic
requirement necessary for an adequate state-wide kinder-

The financial support primarilygarten program in Alabama.
must provide facilities and teacher salaries. The Alabama
Education Study Commission (Alabama School Journal, 1975)
reported that many of the existing facilities in many of

Until adequateAlabama's school systems were inadequate.
facilities are provided for grades one through twelve.
the possibility of funding to implement kindergarten pro-

state-wide basis seems doubtful.
In systems where classroom space is available for

kindergarten classes, the legislature must appropriate

Requirements Necessary for an Adequate 
State-Wide Kindergarten Program in Alabama

grams on a

In section two, a

use (Albanese, 1975).
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money to provide teacher salaries, renovation cost and
transportation expenses. Only a few school systems have
attempted to finance kindergartens at the local level.
Approximately 52,000 of Alabama's 60,000 five-year-olds
did not attend publicly supported kindergartens in 1974;
the future of Alabama kindergartens, then, obviously
rests with the state legislature.

As kindergarten programs are implemented on a
small scale,
pilot program.
support, fundamental requirements exist which school

These requirements are described insystems must meet.
the following publications:

Alabama Kindergartens (1970)1.
"Policies for Early Childhood Education"2.
(Appendix I)
Procedures for State Department of Education's3.

demonstration centers (Appendix J).
Some of the standards contained in the above

publications suggested that:
The maximum teacher-pupil ratio should not1.
exceed 1:20.
Where possible, paraprofessional aides2.
should be provided.

3.

either as a result of the expansion of the 
increased federal funds and/or more local

The child should be five years old on or

use in initiating eight early childhood
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before October 2 of the year he enters
kindergarten.

4. Teachers should be certified in Early Child
hood Education or Elementary Education.

5. The regular kindergarten day may be from
four to six hours.

6. The minimum inside area for a kindergarten
classroom should be 45 square feet per child
and the minimum outside area should be 100
square feet per child.

In addition to the requirement for increased
financial support, comprehensive policies, a curriculum
guide based on clearly stated objectives, and methods of
evaluating the effectiveness of kindergarten experience
are needed.

The requirements listed above provide the basis
for the development of the following models and imple
mentation plan.

The local school kindergarten program can be
funded with revenue from several divisions of government:
the federal government, the state executive branch. the
state legislature, the state department of education, and

Figure 1 depicts the fundingcounty and city governments.

A General Organization and Funding 
Model for a State-Wide Kindergarten Program
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of these agencies. In addition, local groups which
influence the operation of local schools are included.

Fede r a1 Go v e r nine n t
The Federal government has the power to allocate

funds to the governor's office, the state department of
education, and to locate boards of education. Examples
of this are:

Congress provides Revenue Sharing funds to1.
states which are distributed by the governor. Revenue
Sharing is the short title version of the State and Local
Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972.

2.
by Congress to the state department of education.

The Emergency School Assistance Act provides3.
federal funds allocated directly to local boards of

education.

The Governor
The governor gains his authority from the Alabama

state constitution.
budget for education to the legislature for its approval.
Assuming the budget is approved, funds are allocated to
the state department of education by the legislature.
The governor has the power to allocate revenue sharing
funds directly to boards.

Normally, the governor submits a

Title I, Public Law 89-10 funds are allocated
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State Legislature
The state legislature derives its authority from

the Alabama state constitution. The state legislature
allocates funds to the state department of education. One
role of the state legislature is to pass tax laws to fund
educational programs.

County and City Governments
These governmental agencies allocate funds

received from local taxes to boards of education.

Local Boards of Education
Local boards of education determine the expendi

ture of all funds they receive. The superintendent and
his staff prepare a budget for the local board's approval
and subsequent approval by the state superintendent of
education.

The Local School
In addition to the governmental agencies which

determine the amount of funding for local school opera-

Some of these groups are parent organi-funds allocated.
local trustees, local media, civic organizations.zations,

governmental agencies, and religious organizations.

tions, other groups influence funding and the use of
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Attempting to delineate the functions of the
kindergarten is a difficult task. All functions of the
kindergarten, however, can be categorized into three

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. See Figureareas:
2.

From the early 1900's until the 1950's, the basic

purpose of kindergartens was the social development of the

child. In the 1960's, a major emphasis on the cognitive
development of young children began to appear in the
kindergarten curricula.

The programs emphasizing cognitive development

Another major objective of these programs was to increase
the child's intellectual capabilities.

Programs stressing affective development emphasized
psychological growth, social awareness, and development

A child's positive self-conceptof attitudes and values.

environment.
Today, most kindergarten educators agree with the

He believed that cogni-position stated by Weber (1973).
tive and affective components in the kindergarten cur-

This thesis is a basic tenetriculum should be combined.
of the concern for the child. As Weber (1973) described

Model for the General Functions 
of the Kindergarten

was considered essential to success in the educational

were characterized by the teaching of reading readiness

skills and, in some instances, the teaching of reading.
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"The learner should be placed at the central core

of the learning process with the goal of education the
release of the human spirit in experiences which respect
the individual potential of each child" (p. 168) .

Kindergarten programs which attempt to balance
the emphasis on cognitive, affective, and psychomotor
development appear to provide the optimum environment
for five-year-olds.

Figure 2
General Functions of the Kindergarten

THE CHILD
U &

■ 

Eg
/
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The General Kindergarten Components Model

In developing a model which depicts the components
of an effective kindergarten program, the first step
demanded an identification of the essential elements of
the kindergarten. The child, obviously, was the focal
point of the model. As a result, however, of the present
emphasis upon the involvement of parents in the education
of the child, the parents and family were included as
basic components in the model.

The components necessary in developing an adequate
(1) administra-kindergarten were identified as follows:

(5) facilities,(4) finances.tion. (2) staff, (3) program,
(6) staff in-service training, (7) community support

(8) materials and equipment, and (9) evaluation.agencies,

These components are illustrated in Figure 3, and a brief

description of each component was presented.

Administration
A key person in the administration of local

kindergarten programs is the school principal. He should
have successful elementary teaching experiences and an

This administratorelementary principal's certificate.
should assure that a local needs assessment regarding

Developing long and shortkindergartens is accomplished.
range goals, identifying objectives, and preparing local
school policies also should be included in the responsi
bilities of the local school principal. Too, the
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Figure 3
General Components of the Kindergarten Model
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effective interaction of the eight remaining components
of the model should be of major concern to the local
school administrator.

included in the administration component. The board of

education approves policies pertaining specifically to

the operation of kindergartens. The superintendent

utilizes various expertise in the community to assist in

developing goals and purposes for the kindergarten.

Ideally, the central office staff should assign a specific

person the responsibility for the total operation of

kindergartens in the school district. If kindergartens

are a part of every elementary school, an experienced

kindergarten or primary teacher should be employed as an
assistant to the central office administrator responsible
for the operation of kindergartens. This kindergarten
specialist should have these major responsibilities: (1)
assisting with the employment of kindergarten teachers.
(2) providing in-service training programs for kindergarten

(3) assisting new teachers with imple-teachers and aides.
mentation of the kindergarten program, and (4) serving as

liaison between the local schools and the district office.a

Staff
Research indicated that the ideal class size for

With akindergarten should not exceed 20 children.a
it was recommended that at least oneclass of 20 children.

The aide should have completedaide should be employed.

The board of education and the superintendent are
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should have demonstrated previously the ability to work

harmoniously with young children. The teacher with

whom the aide will work should be involved in employing

the aide.

The kindergarten teacher, according to most kinder

garten specialists, should be certified in early childhood

education. If all qualifications are equal, this require
ment should be carefully considered in employment and
assignment. However, qualifications other than early child
hood certification which should be considered are: (1)

(2) successful teaching experienceselementary certification,
(3) evidence of the ability toat the primary grade level,

plan and implement a kindergarten curriculum commensurate
with the local school's kindergarten philosophy, and (4)
demonstrated performance in privately supported kinder
gartens.

If certain kindergarten classes are designed to
accomodate the handicapped, different staffing procedures

The enrollment should be 15 or less childrenare required.
per classroom, and the teacher should possess professional

For example, ifskills related to the particular handicap.

certified in special education for young children.

the kindergarten class enrolled only educable mentally 

retarded children, the teacher should be trained and

successfully a training program designed for aides or
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Program

No aspect of kindergartens creates more contro

versy than does the attempt to define the ideal program

or curriculum. Realistically, the kindergarten program

should be based on stated philosophical positions. As
based on these philosophical positions objectives are
identified and activities are developed to achieve the

objectives.
The philosophical position described in this model

(1974) description of the "open-reflects Prescott's

structured program". Some of the basic characteristics of
such a program include the following:

Children make most of the decisions relating1.
to the activities in which they will partici

pate.
Most activities will not depend entirely upon2.
the assistance of teachers.
Children will not be required to spend most3.
of their time attending to adults. Examples
of this attending to adults are:

Everyone takes'a restroom break at theA.
same time.
All children take a nap after lunch.B.
Every child participates in all songC.
activities.

Child initiative is encouraged.4.
The role of the teacher is to spend much of5.
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her time working actively with five or fewer

children, providing a model for children in

developing problem-solving skills, and actively

helping children with social relationships.

An attempt is made to summarize what should be

There was a reluctance

to indicate what should be taught since there should be

more emphasis placed on how something is taught. In a
good kindergarten, the content should not be the primary
consideration. Realizing that content must be included.
however, content areas and general purposes were identified
rather than specific content. These areas are as follows:

Language Arts—The language arts consists of1.
language, listening skills, auditory perception.

The basic purposes ofand visual perception.

the language program should be to develop the
child's communication skills according to his

of written language.
Mathematics—Children should be allowed to2.
discover appropriate mathematical laws and
grasp underlying concepts. As an example
children will learn to use and understand
measurement of weight, distance, and time.
Art—Children should have opportunities to use3.
color and form as a discovery activity. They
produce what has meaning for them. The role of

potential and to increase the child's awareness

taught in a "model" kindergarten.
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the teacher should be to make art media avail

able and to encourage children to explore.
experiment, imitate, and reproduce.

4. Music—Singing is the basic experience of the
music program. Rhythm, rhythmic variation, and
interplay should be taught through bodily
responses and interpretations.

A desired subcomponent of the music and art program
is drama. The model kindergarten program will provide every

child the opportunity to perform and express himself. Drama
should be an active, creative process which builds upon the
total activities of the curriculum.

Social Sciences—The purposes of the social5.
science area of the curriculum should be to
help the child understand his environment and

Activitiesthe features of his social system.
should promote the development of children's
social skills with the primary objective
relating to the development of children's
positive self-concepts.
Health and Physical Education—A major concern6.
of the health program should be the development

The physical educationof good health habits.

muscle coordination. Free play with proper

program should increase the development of 
large muscles and the refinement of small



portion of the physical education program.
The above section on program attempted to describe

briefly the major components of the kindergarten curriculum.
A significant characteristic of the good kindergarten sug
gests that the activities in the above areas be merged as
much as possible. In the good kindergarten it is difficult
for the casual observer to categorize a child's activity

Again, the content is
not considered as important as the learning skills which are
taught via the content, whatever the content. Content
should be meaningful and interesting to the children.

Finances
The per pupil cost involved in the operation of

kindergarten programs for the handicapped and disadvantaged
exceeds the average per pupil costs for grades one through

Expenditures for kindergarten programs designedtwelve.
for normal five-year-olds, however, appeared commensurate

is the initial costs for materials, equipment, supplies,
The typical elementary classroom usuallyand renovation.

is not considered an appropriate environment for kinder-

For example, the typical elementary class-garten students.

water fountains, and toilets for kindergartens. Door
light switches, and similar items are nothandles,

with expenditures for other grades.

A key factor in the implementation of kindergarten

86 
equipment and materials should compose a major

room does not have appropriate storage area, chalkboards.

as language arts or social science.
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constructed for use by small children. and easy access to
out-door areas usually is not available. This, and many
similar problems, often requires the conversion of regular
elementary classrooms to kindergarten classrooms.

After initial expenditures and renovation costs
have been expended and aides employed, the operating
expenses for a kindergarten program parallel that of regular
primary classes.

To provide operating expenses and to allow teachers
to effectively plan and develop their program, a kinder
garten budget must be developed at the system and local
school levels.

Facilities
Without adequate facilities, both in-door and out-

Other
than staff, perhaps no component of the kindergarten is
more critical for a successful operation. Some experts
have stated that the implementation of kindergartens
should be delayed until adequate facilities are provided.

The North Carolina Kindergarten Curriculum Guide:
Early Childhood Education (1969) contained the following
description of adequate classroom space:

A classroom with a toilet, storage, conference 
room, and work accommodations—with special 
treatment for best possible environment, 
including thermal, visual, accoustical and 
aesthetic conditions—is desirable.
Adequate space for good school living indoors 
varies in relation to many factors in each

door, the success of the kindergarten is doubtful.
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Out-door facilities should contain at least 200

square feet per child and should be in proximity to the

classroom. This space should have hard surface areas.

Materials, Equipment and Supplies
Ideally, the types of material and equipment

furnished in a kindergarten should be determined by the
program objectives and activities selected to achieve

Usually, materials, equipment, andthese objectives.
supplies are categorized according to language arts and.
dramatic play, mathematics, science, music, art, social
studies, and physical education and health. Ebbeck and
Ebbeck (1974), the Alabama Guide for Kindergarten Teachers
(1970) , and the North Carolina Kindergarten Curriculum

ment, materials, and supplies.

The kindergarten classroom should be on the ground 
floor with outdoor exits. There should be adequate 
window space (24 inches off floor) and ample arti
ficial lighting (p. 30).

situation. Research in this area suggests that 
the minimum should be 1200 to 1500 square feet 
or approximately 60 square feet per child.
The classroom should have several areas for 
specific activities such as art and music, 
library, projection and quiet activity; play, 
crafts, block building, and making things; and 
space for observation, eating and resting. Each 
activity area might accommodate six or seven 
children.

grassy areas, sand, water, and should be enclosed with a 
fence.

Guide (1969) contained detailed lists of desirable equip-
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Staff In-Service Training

The kindergarten staff, like all other staff,

continuous in-service training

The local school system's staff must be informedprogram.

of the role of kindergartens in the total program. As part
of the in-service program, most kindergarten specialists
have stressed the necessity for articulation and communi
cation between the kindergarten and primary programs.

The major activities of the in-service training
program should be determined by the kindergarten teachers.
It is the responsibility, however, of the administrators
to solicit information from teachers concerning their needs.

Selected kindergarten teachers should be involved
in the planning and developing of in-service activities.
As a result of comments made by many kindergarten teachers,
it was assumed that the identification of kindergarten
objectives, activities to achieve these objectives, and
teacher guides to accompany the activities, were desired as
training activities by teachers.

The in-service activities should be planned at the
school system level with input from kindergarten teachers.

Master kindergarten teachers andprincipals, and parents.
consultants in early childhood education or related fields
should conduct the in-service activities. If demonstra
tions are conducted for teachers, these demonstrations

should be accomplished with kindergarten children.

should be involved in a
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Community Support Agencies

health, mental health, welfare, and the social services in
kindergarten model often is omitted. Today, and in the
future, it is .imperative that those services which seek to
foster the development of children become integrated
(Butler, 1974) . This integration of services usually does
not occur at the state level, and therefore becomes a
responsibility of the local school system.

Evaluation
A challenge facing most proponents of kindergartens

concerns appropriate methods of evaluation. Some programs

have a tendency to measure only cognitive skills because of

the apparent ease with which these skills can be measured.

The evaluation of kindergartens is aided by the development

Assistance inof clear and concise goals and objectives.

major responsibility of the State Department of Education.

In all probability, the teacher can provide more

effective and reliable evaluations of children than test

This requires a very competent and observantinstruments.

teacher; many teachers appear to lack these qualities.

Many kindergarten programs, such as Title I, must obtain

information of achievement based on standardized instru-

Most of these instruments, disregarding theirments.

the development of these goals and objectives should be a

The inclusion of agencies from such areas as

stated purposes, often are tests designed to measure types
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of intelligence or skills related to language develop

ment .

Examples of tests in this category are: Lee-

Clark Reading Readiness Test, Anne Boehn Test of Concept

Development, Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Caldwell

Preschool Inventory, Gates-Macginetie Readiness Test,

and the California Test of Basic , Experience.

A major goal of most kindergartens is the social

and emotional development of children. For this purpose.

Walker (1973) has published a description of 143 instru

ments designed to measure the social and emotional develop

ment of normal children.

The Implementation Plan

The following implementation plan, or process, for

initiating kindergarten programs was constructed using many

of the characteristics of typical planning models. The

sequence of steps in this plan was developed arbitrarily

The plan depicted the activities considered
important in implementation at three organizational levels.

Twenty-three steps were identified inlocal school level.
the implementation plan; Figure 4 illustrates the steps.
The narrative which follows briefly describes these steps.

and included priority areas for consideration.

These were state department level, local system level, and
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State Level Steps

Step 1--Develop goals and objectives. Goals should
indicate an aim or end, something desirable for the future.
A goal can be general or specific; adequate educational
goals should be unambiguous, acceptable, and measurable.

Objectives developed from the goals provide the
basis for making judgments concerning the achievement of
the stated goals. The objective should contain two com
ponents :
evaluation performance to determine success in achieving

the goal.

At the beginning of the planning process, indi

viduals must make an interesting decision. Which comes

This plan begins with goal development. At the state
planning level, representatives from all aspects of educa-

participate in the development of kindergarten goals.
These people should be recommended to the state superin
tendent by local school superintendents and appointed by

Recognized experts in earlythe state board of education.
childhood education should provide leadership in the
development of the goals.

After the goals have been recommended and approved
by the state board of education, objectives should be
identified which will provide methods to determine the

(1) a goal statement of intent, and (2) an

tion, the legislature, and civic organizations should

first, the development of goals or the needs assessment?
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achievement of the goals. A group of Alabama kindergarten
educators, with consultant assistance from nationally
recognized early childhood specialists, should prepare
measurable objectives for kindergartens.

This process, excluding the development of objec
tives , has been attempted in Alabama. This was evidenced
by the 10 goals contained in the Alabama Guide for Kinder
garten Teachers (1970). Examples of the goals contained
in this publication are:

To develop a positive self-image.1.
To assist the child in social and emotional2.
development.
To help the child develop self-discipline.3 .

California's report entitled, Early Childhood

(1973) provided other examples ofEducation Information,

These goals are:goals for kindergarten.
To be able to measure the effect which early1.
education and restructuring primary education
may have on later achievement in language,
reading and mathematics.
To make efficient and effective use of all2.
existing state and federal funds in the imple
mentation of this program.

The goals cited above appear to be clear and
In regard to measurability, however, theseacceptable.

if not impossible, to measure. Itgoals are difficult,

was recognized that these goals, particularly Alabama's
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goals, were not developed with these characteristics

intended. The subsequent development of objectives and

priorities would have made the goals more meaningful.

Therefore, the first step in this planning process sug

gested that measurable goals and/or objectives must be

developed as the first step involved in implementing kinder-

Ideally, these goals and objectivesgarten programs.

would indicate priorities.

Step 2—Conduct needs assessment. Because the

development of goals has been attempted in Alabama, a needs
assessment should be the second step of the process. A

needs assessment requires the determination of present con

ditions and the discrepancy between the state of conditions

The product of this step should be a clearlyand the goal.

specified statement of the discrepancy between "what is" and

This need should relate to the goals."what should be."

which was the rationale for preceding the needs assessment

with goal development in this plan.

The State Department of Education, with assistance

from local school systems, should conduct the needs assess-

At this point, it should be emphasized that thement.
needs assessment process should be continuous because of
its importance to the educational revision process.

A tool useful in the needs identification process
The Delphi process involves fouris the Delphi technique.

anonymity, iteration, controlled feedback.general ideas:
and statistical group response.
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In the implementation of the Delphi technique,

there is a collection of responses and information fed back
to the group in a controlled fashion, usually a number of
times. This technique yields a group response to pre

stated questions that are considered important to a given

need. This tool for group involvement alleviates much of

the biases characteristic of many similar activities

(Kaufman, 1972) .
A second facet of needs assessment simply involves

the assimilation of data pertaining to specific questions.
For example, how many five-year-olds do not attend kinder-

The State Department of Education should identifygartens?
the questions needing answers. The local schools could
then attempt to provide the desired information.

Policies areStep 3—Prepare written policies.
definite courses of action, usually approved by boards of
education, which assist administration with the decision

policy should expedite the achievementmaking process.
of goals and objectives and the accomplishment of the

These policies should be (1) comprehensivedesired needs.
in purpose, scope, and objectives; (2) flexible; (3)
ethical, with no conflict of interest; and (4) unambiguous.

The following example of a good state kindergarten
policy was contained in California's Policies for Early
Childhood Education (1973):
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Policies are developed to implement legislative

mandates. At the state level these policies are developed
under the direction of the state superintendent of educa
tion . Personnel affected by the policies should have an

opportunity for input in the development of such policies

with final authority for approving the policies a responsi

bility of the state board of education.

The Alabama State Department of Education has

developed policies relating to Kindergartens (See Appendix

These policies are stated in general terms and appearI) -
to lack the comprehension needed as a guide for local

In addition, it appeared that theseadministrators.
policies were not widely circulated throughout the state.

EvaluationStep 4--Develop evaluation procedures.

defined by Kaufman (1972) is the determination of theas
extent to which you have accomplished that which you set
out to accomplish.

Any new program, definitely one established on a
pilot basis, must have an evaluative method included in

As a result of the controversy concerningits development.
the need for kindergartens and their priority rartking on
the continuum of educational needs in Alabama, the expan
sion of the pilot kindergarten program would be enhanced

Program objectives must include clear reference 
to pupil performance in reading, language, and 
mathematics; staff development; parent education; 
and parent participation in (1) program planning, 
(2) program implementation, and (3) program evalua
tion and modification (p. 5) .
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by a thorough evaluation program. It is questionable if
the public will provide additional revenue to fund a pro-

which cannot exhibit results.gram
The evaluation of the kindergarten program in

Alabama will prove difficult due to the absence of
measurable objectives and lack of statements indicating
specific kindergarten goals.

North Carolina's procedures for evaluating its
pilot kindergartens appeared worthy of consideration.
As one of the first efforts in the implementation of pilot
kindergartens, the North Carolina State Department of Educa
tion contracted with the Learning Institute of North
Carolina (LINC) to evaluate the kindergarten program

Based on the philosophy, goals, and objectivesannually.
of the North Carolina program, LINC developed evaluation

instruments and methods.

In addition to the evaluation of children's cogni

tive, -affective, and psychomotor skills, attitudes of

materials should be evaluated in a state plan.

Recognizing that the development of positive self

concepts in children is a goal for Alabama kindergartens

and that objectives for accomplishing this goal

effort could be made to measure this goal.

One possible method is the administering of instruments

such as the Learner Self-Concept Test, the Perception

Score Sheet, and the Measurement of Self-Concept in

are non

existent, an

teachers, teaching methodology, and use of equipment and
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Kindergarten Children. These instruments could be adminis
tered to matched groups of kindergarten children and non

kindergarten children over a period of one to three years.

Similar tests could be identified or developed to

measure other goals. Although many kindergarten special

ists resist the standardized testing of five-year-olds,

achievement tests are administered to many primary children.

An attempt could be made to determine the performance of

children in primary grades having kindergarten experiences

with those having no kindergarten experience.

The allocationStep 5—Provide financial support.

of funds to support education is a function of the state

Ideally, the funding of kindergarten programslegislature.

should be based on needs determined by the state department

of education.
Proper facilities and teacher salaries are the

A survey of existing faci-major items requiring funds.

lities in the state should determine which systems have

vacant classrooms, and systems needing additional class-

Af ter

classroom needs have been determined, an equitable distri
bution of funds for capital outlay may be formulated.

California has attempted a plan for financing

This plan required each school district torevenues.

identify all resources and describe how they will be co

ordinated and concentrated to implement the program being

kindergarten programs which coordinated the use of all

rooms if kindergarten teacher units are allocated.
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submitted for approval. Priority funding was granted to

centrated, and redirected potential resources to implement
these programs (Policies for Early Childhood Education,
1973) .

Historically, kindergarten programs have not been

funded in a manner which allowed states to provide school

ing for all five-year-olds. Because the implementation of

kindergartens in Alabama probably will be spaced over a

period of many years, a systematic method of allocating

Thisfunds to local school districts must be developed.

method should determine the number of teacher units to be

provided annually, and the basis for allocating these

It does not appear equitable tounits to local systems.

A commitment toallot units on an enrollment basis.

kindergarten programs as evidenced by local system policies

and allocation of local resources should receive more con

sideration than enrollment alone.

The Alabama Suggested Plan for Meeting Minimum

Needs of Kindergarten (1973) indicated that approximately

$20,000 per class is needed to implement kindergartens

and the projected costs the succeeding years should be

approximately $12,500 per year.

Step 6—Prepare courses of study and curriculum

According to statements made by kindergartenguides.

teachers on the questionnaire discussed in Chapter III,

the need for curriculum guides was a major concern of the

those school districts having adequately coordinated, con-
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teachers. Curriculum guides and courses of study, which

are based upon a stated philosophy, could provide needed

directions for teachers.

State courses of study and curriculum guides

which allow flexibility for local school systems appear

desirable. These courses of study and curriculum guides.

which are produced at the state level, should be developed

by a committee of Alabama kindergarten teachers. This com
mittee should have the assistance of consultants experienced
in the area of kindergarten curriculum development.

The course of study should contain the major goals
and objectives of the kindergarten program. Parker (1972)

suggested that kindergarten goals and objectives could be

categorized into five broad areas: (1) sensory-motor

(2) cognition, (3) language, (4) socio-emotionalskills,
development, and (5) academic content.

Guides for teachers should be more precise than
These guides should contain: (1)the courses of study.

concepts and behavioral objectives for language arts,

(2) activitiestion—all sequenced in hierarchical order;

developed to teach these concepts and behavioral objectives;

(3) explanations of the teacher's role, the instructional

format, and grouping patterns; (4) materials, equipment and

their effective utilization; and (5) techniques for '

evaluating the growth of individual children. In summary.

these guides should indicate what is taught, how it is

mathematics, social studies, music, art, and physical educa-
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presented, what equipment and materials
how the learning experience can be evaluated.

Step 7—Provide consultative services to local
The final step at the state level is the providingsystem.

of consultation and advice to local school systems. Ser

vices should include assistance and advice in the local

school system's efforts to develop goals, conduct needs

assessments, identify objectives, and develop evaluation

Guidelines for conducting these activities atprocedures.

the local level should be prepared by the state department

of education.

Another tool which would be helpful to local systems

would be a checklist for evaluating proposed kindergarten

facilities.

Local School Steps

The primaryStep 1—Conduct needs assessment.

function of the needs assessment at the local school level

is to provide information relating to the needs assessment

instruments developed at the state and local system levels.

Because the characteristics of children, staff, and

community served assure that local schools usually have

unique needs, a secondary function is a needs assessment

concerned with these needs.

The teachers, parents, and community should be

A survey instrument containinginvolved in this process.

statements of need developed by a committee of teachers

are necessary, and
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and parents should be given to each family in the school.

An analysis of this instrument should give the local

school a perspective of the needs as indicated by the

parents and community.

The local school principal should have the responsi

bility of conducting the school's needs assessment.

Step 2—Employ and orientate teachers and aides.

Principals should participate in the task of employing

teachers. Preferably, this task will be accomplished in
May or June of each school year. Also, the involvement
of teachers in the employment of aides is recommended.

In this process, most of the training activities
for aides are conducted at the local system level.

major responsibility of the local school.
The orientation of teachers and aides should be

the responsibility of the local school principal and
The first sessionshould be conducted in two sessions.

should be conducted before children report to school.

vided approximately two weeks after school has started.
After teachers and aides have worked for a short period

the orientation should become more relevant.of time,
Some of the purposes of the orientation sessions

are to:

Explain the philosophies of the school1.

system and local school.

A second session, similar to the first one, should be pro-

Therefore, the orientation of teachers and aides is the
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2. Acquaint the employees with policies and

procedures of the school system and local

school.

Provide information about materials, techni-3.

ques, methods and content of the kindergarten

program.

Describe consultant and support personnel4 .

available for assistance and how to request

this assistance.

5. Explain all forms and reports which must be

completed by teachers.

6. Explain all curriculum guides, courses of

study, and teacher guides pertaining to the

kindergarten program.

Ideally, the enrollmentStep 3—Enroll children.

of children should be accomplished at least two months

Teachers then have an opportunitybefore school begins.

to visit the homes of their children and to learn as much

possible about the children before they attend kinder-as

garten.

The principal, with assistance from the kinder-

These

children should meet the same requirements in regard to

birth certificate, health records, and other regulations

for enrolling first grade children.

garten child must be five years old on or before

October 2 of the year he enters kindergarten.

In Alabama, a kinder

garten teachers, should enroll the children.
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Twenty

five-year-olds facing one teacher and her aide on the

first day of school is a tremendous challenge. For the
emotional stability of teacher and child, it is recom
mended that the orientation of children to kindergarten
should be spaced over a period of four weeks. Rather than

having all children report to kindergarten simultaneously.

the children should attend only one week of kindergarten

during the first month. This procedure suggests that

five children attend the first week, another five the

second week, five the third week, and the last five during

the fourth week. This offers many advantages, the most

important being that the teacher has an opportunity to

effectively diagnose and determine the needs of her

This procedure should provide a program accu-children.

rately based on the needs of the children.

Kindergarten teachersStep 4—Plan curriculum.

should plan the curriculum based on goals and objectives

developed at the state and local system levels. The

curriculum developed at the local level should meet the
local shcool's needs assessment and needs of the individual

This deviation from the system's curriculumchildren.

should be approved by the principal and the administrator

in charge of kindergartens at the system level. If

teachers at the local school level desire to alter the

The first weeks of the school year usually are 
chaotic and frustrating to children and teacher.
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local school curriculum, this should be approved by the

principal.

Step 5--Develop activities. As a conclusion drawn

guidelines, to develop their own classroom activities. If

these activities strive to meet the stated goals and
objectives of the system, this is a commendable approach.

Activities developed by teachers at the local
level should follow a uniform format. An example of

the components of possible format follows:a

A title or topic1.

A brief introductory statement including goals2.

or purposes

A statement of proposed objectives3.

A content guide4 .

Suggested activities for children5.

A list of teaching aids for children and6.

teachers

Responsibilities of the aide7.

Suggested evaluation procedures8 .

AfterStep 6—Purchase materials and equipment.

the curriculum has been planned and activities developed,

teachers should assist with the identification of materials

and equipment.

To facilitate this process, two budgets should be

The first budget should indicate to teachersdeveloped.

from the questionnaire discussed in Chapter III, a majority 

of kindergarten teachers prefer the freedom, but need
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the amount of money allocated for materials and supplies

for their individual programs. Requisitions for these

items must be approved by the principal. The second budget

includes money allocated to local schools by the board of

education for the purchase of equipment and materials.

This budget should indicate to teachers and principal the

approximate amount of funds available to the kindergarten

for the school year. Prior to the development and approval

of the budget by the system administrator in charge of

kindergartens, the local school should identify needs

based on priorities and justification. This should be

accomplished cooperatively by the teachers and principal.

Step 7-~Plan parent education program. Most

state kindergarten programs have directed local schools to

The purposeplan and develop parent education programs.

of these programs is to involve actively the parents in

Experience hasthe education of their five-year-olds.

indicated that kindergarten programs with strong parental

involvement generally are more effective.

The development of

should be the responsibility of a committee composed of

kindergarten teachers, parents, principal, and a system

The number of professionals andlevel representative.

lay members should be equal.

the following:

a parent education program

A typical parent education program would feature
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1. Opportunities for parents to observe in the

classroom.
2. Use of parents as volunteer aides in the

classroom.
3. Teacher-conducted training sessions for parents

to demonstrate the teaching of certain skills
and concepts to the child.

4. Demonstration of the use of educational equip

ment, toys, and games.

Provisions for parents to check out equipment,5.
toys, and games for home use with their child.
Opportunities for teachers to visit a minimum6.
of three times annually in the home of each
child to make specific recommendations to
parents regarding the development of their
child.

The finalStep 8—Coordinate community resources.

step described in this implementation process involves the

Many governmentalcoordination of community resources.

agencies, civic clubs, charities, and private organizations

provide services for the young child and his family.

attempt to coordinate these services.

The first task involves the identification of local

A committeeagencies providing services for young children.
of parents who are interested in the identification of
these agencies should be formed to gather this information.

Although it is a difficult task, the local school should
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After identifying the agencies, the agencies should be

contacted and asked to submit

services offered.

listing of all agencies.

services they provide, and procedures for soliciting

these services. This guide should be distributed to all
teachers and agencies in the community.

policemen, firemen and sanitation employees—who will
volunteer their time as resource people. Similarly,
places for field trips within the community should be
identified. The major responsibility for these tasks
should be assigned to a committee of kindergarten teachers

A file which lists resourceand the school librarian.
personnel and possible field excursions should be a part
of the library materials.

Local School System Steps
The first four steps of implementation at the

local level are identical to the first four state steps.
intended to serve the needs of

the local schools and to meet the unigue characteristics
of each school's children.

Goal development forStep 1—Develop goals.
kindergartens at the local school level should be based on
participation of all community segments, particularly

The involvement of as many citizens as possibleparents.

a written description of

guide produced which contains a

Next, the principal should have a

These steps, however, are

Individuals should be identified, i.e,—nurses,
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and the development of goals based upon some community

concensus are desirable.

An effective process of determining goals should

survey instrument by the

This

instrument contains a variety of statements relating to
goals of local kindergartens. The instrument could be
published in local newspapers, circulated at school
functions involving parents, distributed to all elementary
children, and mailed to selected members of the community.
Respondents should indicate, for example, the five goal
statements they think are most appropriate for kinder-

These responses should be compiled and tabulatedgartens.

to arrive at the goals liste.d most frequently by respond

ents .

A major taskStep 2—Conduct needs assessment.

in needs assessment at the local level is the determina

tion of particular information desired.

Many local school systems do not have the personnel

Assistance fromcapable of conducting a needs assessment.

the state department of education and institutes of higher

It is recommended that the needseducation is desirable.

assessment process for the local school system closely

follows the procedures described for the state in the

previous section of this chapter.

The California Early Childhood Education Informa

tion bulletin provided suggested guidelines for needs

entail the development of a

administrator in charge of kindergarten programs.
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assessment in local school systems. In part, this publi-

survey of the local school population
must be conducted to determine:

1. Numbers of pupils and families represented
in kindergarten through third grade.

2. Previous school performance of pupils.

3. Degree of pupils' educational need as evidenced
by state achievement tests.

4 . Existing program of staff development and

training.
Present amount of parent and community involve-5.
ment in programs and evaluations.
Survey of all categorized resources available6.
to education serving the K-3 population.

The main purpose of a needs assessment is to deter
mine existing conditions. Once the state has determined
the types of information desired in its needs assessment.
local school systems simply devise effective and efficient

During the process.methods of gathering this information.
local schools may prefer to add guestions applying to their
local situation.

School systems which have developed management
information systems will find that conducting needs assess-

Good management information systemsments is simplified.
contain most information necessary for a needs assessment

the requirement for continuous needs assess-and alleviate
ments.

cation indicated a
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Step 3--Identify specific objectives. As a result

of the goal development process, the task of identifying

specific objectives should become easier. Presumably, the

local system should not attempt to develop an all-inclusive

list of objectives. Instead, a number of high priority

objectives which are measurable should be identified. An

effort should be made to include objectives requiring

measurement by methods other than standardized tests. An

Assuming that aexample of this type objective follows.

goal has been stated which indicates that the retention

rate in the first grade should be lowered and that the

needs assessment indicated that 10 per cent of the first

grade enrollment repeated the first grade, an objective

can be formulated which states "As a result of a group of

kindergarten attendance, this group's retentionchildrens'

rate in the first grade will not exceed five per cent as

determined by the first grade teacher's recommendations for

non-promotion."
Once goalsStep 4—Develop evaluation procedures.

have been identified, the evaluation process is simplified.

A part of the evaluationlend themselves to measurement.

procedure, therefore, may involve the process of stating

evaluation component included.

Local policiesStep 5—Prepare local policies.

regarding the operation of kindergartens should include

specific statements regarding such items

goals and objectives with an

The statement of goals and objectives, of course, must

as (1) the length
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of the school day for children, (2) transportation, (3)
budgets (4) home visitation by teachers, (5) parent

education programs, (6) health records, and (7) enrollment

procedures. Kindergarten teachers and school principals

should be involved in the development policies. One method

of involving teachers and principals is to solicit their
ideas regarding the types of policies needed. Another sug
gested method of involving these groups is to solicit their

reactions and suggestions to policies before the policies

After policiesare approved by the board of education.

have been approved, the system administration verbally

should explain kindergarten policies to all kindergarten

teachers and principals.

Assuming that fundsStep 6--Provide facilities.

are made available, providing adequate facilities is the

responsibility of the local system.

One of the basic decisions a system must make

concerns the type of organizational scheme to be used.

Based on the philosophy of the local school system, it

must be determined if team-teaching and open space

facilities are desired.

Also, if multi-age groupings areroom is preferred.

utilized, variations in facilities must be planned. In

any event, certain requirements apply to most kindergarten

Some of these requirements are:facilities.

The kindergarten classroom should be in1.
proximity to the primary grades for

or if the self-contained class-
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grams.
2.

feet per child.
3. The classroom will be located on the ground

floor and have outside entrances.

4 . Windows should provide vision of outside

area.

5. At least ten electrical outlets per classroom
should be provided.

6. Carpet will cover portions of the classroom.

The classroom should be accoustically treated.7.

Toilets should be conveniently located.8.

preferably in the classroom.

The outdoor area should be adjacent to the9.

classroom, contain 200 square feet per child,

and be enclosed by a fense.

Sinks, water fountains, faucets, and10.

janitor's sinks should be in the classroom.

Because out-door play should be an important

aspect of the kindergarten program, out-door facilities

should receive the same priority as in-door facilities.

The developmentStep 7—Develop program plans.

of local system plans includes the preparation of cur

riculum guides, teacher guides, and classroom activities.

These plans logically follow the direction implied by the

goals, objectives, and evaluation procedures.

Ideally, the classroom will contain 60 square

better articulation and coordination of pro-
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are available for classroom use (Parker, 1972) . School

systems could purchase materials based on the same philoso

phy, goals and objectives as identified by the system in

steps 1 and 3. Teachers would have the responsibility to
familiarize themselves with this material and to adapt it

In many instances, this approach
proves more economical and practical than expecting
teachers to develop their own program. This is especially
true in systems which do not provide released time for
teachers to study and develop their own programs. If this
approach is utilized, teachers must be involved in the
identification of programs to be purchased.

Teachers should be required to meet regularly to
exchange ideas relating to classroom activities. As
exemplary classroom activities are identified, they should
be compiled by the school system in a resource guide for
teachers.

Curriculum guides developed at the local level
should contain the major goals and objectives of the

Providing information about "what" tolocal program.
Teacher guides shouldteach should be a major purpose.

relate to "how" to teach and activity guides should
provide a

necessary to provide

the children.

an appropriate learning activity for

to their local program.

source of ideas, information and materials

Many commercially produced kindergarten programs
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All kindergarten and primary teachers should be

involved in the development of curricula, teacher and
activity guides.

dated annually.

Step 8—Develop kindergarten in-service program.

An effective in-service program will attempt to inform

all employees in the’ local system of the goals and

objectives of the kindergarten program. In addition, the

in-service program will provide opportunities for kinder

garten and primary teachers to continue their professional

growth. A teacher aide training program should be a com
ponent of the system's in-service activities also.

All kindergarten teachers and aides should be
surveyed to determine their ideas concerning skills they
need to develop to become more effective teachers. For
example, some teachers may indicate a need for assistance

One aspect of thein teaching drama to five-year-olds.

for teachers to increase their capabilities in the teaching

of drama.
The planning of in-service activities should be

the responsibility of the school system's administrator in
charge of kindergarten programs.

Whenever possible, local kindergarten teachers
If this group doesshould conduct in-service activities.

consultants should be provided by the system.

These guides should be revised and up-

not have members with the required experience and skills.

in-service progra, therefore, should provide an opportunity
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The Alabama State Department, in its Guidelines

on the Employment and Utilization of Teacher Aides in
Alabama Public Schools, delineates examples of what
aides can and cannot do in Alabama classrooms. In these

guidelines, it was suggested that preservice and on-the-

job training of aides should occur with the teacher and

aide concurrently.
In addition, this guide contains the recommendation

that aides receive a minimum of 30 clock hours of training.

This would entitle the aides to receive a letter of

approval from the State Department of Education once the

local superintendent certifies that this minimum training

presented in this chapter were verified by a panel of

This panel consisted of two State Departmenteducators.

of Education consultants, one college professor in the

of a pilot kindergarten program.

has been completed.

The models depicting plans for implementation

area of early childhood education, and one administrator



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,

Summary

The design of a conceptual framework and imple-

result of two factors. First, it seemed apparent that

public kindergartens will become more prevalent in

Alabama in the near future. Second, if public kinder

gartens become a reality, need for specific imple

mentation models and plans exists.

A review of the related literature indicated

that examples of models and plans designed for the

implementation of kindergartens did not exist. In

examinating the literature, however, the components of

models and steps for implementation plans began to

kindergartens were studied. Evidently, school systems

have applied some aspects of the systems approach to

As with manythe implementation of kindergartens.

facets of education, this approach has been sporadic;

and limited information has been published. Therefore,

this study was designed to provide specific data
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CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY

mentation plan for kindergartens was undertaken as a

emerge,' as the history and development of public
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about kindergartens which the school administrator would

find useful.

The model and implementation plan contained in

this study was designed to serve as an example of local

school administrators unfamiliar with the establishment

of kindergarten programs.

To assist in the identification of the model

components, a questionnaire was developed to gather

information from selected kindergarten teachers in

Alabama. From the data, it also was determined if

differences in opinions existed between Title I, P.L.

89-10 kindergarten teachers (the largest group of public

kindergarten teachers in Alabama) and non-Title I

These non-Title I teachers consisted ofteachers.

teachers in the State's Pilot Kindergarten Program and

the Revenue Sharing Kindergarten program. Both of these

programs originated after January, 1974.

Following the review of literature and analysis

of the data obtained from the questionnaire, a model

Nine componentsand implementation plan was developed.

of a kindergarten model and 22 implementation steps

A panel of four educators, knowledgablewere identified.

of kindergarten programs in Alabama, validated the model
and implementation steps.
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Conclusions

The analysis of the questionnaire and related

findings provided bases for the following conclusions:

1. Title I and non-Title I kindergarten
teachers generally agreed on responses to
questions relating to philosophy, organiza
tion, and administration of kindergartens.

2. The only significant difference in responses

of the two groups related to the practice

of giving entrance priority to children with

the greatest educational need. Title I

teachers overwhelmingly supported this

position, and a majority of the non-Title

I teachers rejected this assumption.

In regard to the kindergarten program or3.

curriculum, both groups agreed that it should

permit teachers to direct the learning

situation and structure the environment

according to specific principles or theoreti

cal frameworks concerning kindergarten

education.

4.

of kindergartens was to prepare children for

Approximately 70 per cent of the teachers5.
surveyed indicated that readiness skills for

Both groups maintained that the major purpose

success in the primary grades.
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formal reading should be emphasized in the

kindergarten program.

6. In the area of organization and adminis

tration a majority of the teachers agreed

on these principles:

Articulation between kindergartena.

teachers and first grade teachers was

adequate.

Principals, supervisors and system-wideb.

personnel provided needed assistance

and support.

Materials and equipment provided forc.
the classes adequately met the needs
of the program.
All kindergarten teachers should haved.
completed at least one course in the
teaching of reading.
The teaching of formal reading shoulde.
not be a part of the kindergarten program.

f.
to the first grade with their kinder
garten groups.

Required home visitations apparently are7.
not a component of present kindergarten

Only six of the 65 respondentsprograms.

indicated they had visited in the homes of

all their children.

Kindergarten teachers should not move
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8. Approximately 85 per cent of the teachers

stated that some children in their classes

started to read.

In addition to the conclusions above, interviews

with kindergarten specialists and administrators of

kindergartens, and observations in kindergartens led

to further conclusions.

First, it was concluded that a general definition

of formal reading does not exist within the kindergar

ten group of teachers. There appeared to be a dichotomy

Practically all teachersconcerning teaching of reading.

have children who have been taught to read; yet.

according to a vast majority of the teachers, the

teaching of formal reading should not exist in kinder-

Perhaps the reason for this apparent conflictgartens.

was the lack of a definition for "formal reading" and

"reading readiness." Apparently, the teaching of

reading in Alabama kindergartens is commendable and

it is accomplished "informally." Incommonplace when

reality, it appears that the "informal" techniques for
teaching reading used by kindergarten teachers resembles
very much the "formal" techniques employed by most first-

It was assumed, based on comments ofgrade teachers.
kindergarten teachers, that the teaching of reading
through the use of basal texts, workbooks, or any
structured set of materials, was considered "formal"
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small groups of children appeared characteristic of

"informal reading."

Next, it was concluded that the kindergarten

being uniquely different from most first grade teachers

and their programs. According to most experts in

kindergarten education, the kindergarten should differ

from the traditional first grade. The stated reluctance

of Alabama kindergarten teachers to move to the first

grade with their children supported the assumption that

kindergarten teachers believe their program and

philosophy differs from first grade. Recognizing that

the abilities of the typical five-year-old differ from

the typical six-year-old, many kindergarten classes and

This is especially true in regard to the role of the

teacher and his efforts to prepare children for reading.

In essence, most kindergarten classes resemble the

Until efforts, similar to the one under-first grade.
taken by California are attempted which alter the
philosophy and methodology of primary grades, it remains
doubtful if kindergartens will fulfill their ambition
of uniqueness.
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This dependence of teacher-developed materials 

and activities geared to the needs of individuals and

first grade programs are more similar than different.

teachers perceived themselves and their program as
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Recommend a t i on s

Although this study was concerned with the

development of

mentation of kindergartens in Alabama, several recom

mendations related to the overall development of

kindergartens were evident. These recommendations

follow:

1. The significant response by kindergarten

teachers to the questionnaire (over 60

per cent response with the responses mailed

at the end of the school year) indicated

that kindergarten teachers desire input

in the development of a state-wide program.

This should encourage future researchers to

survey this particular group for their

contributions and opinions.

An attempt should be made to verify the2.

previously stated conclusions regarding
the prevalent methodology in kindergartens

A similar attempt shouldreading readiness.
be conducted to define typical characteris
tics of existing kindergarten programs.
A trained team observing large numbers

study with the State Department of
of kindergartens could facilitate such a

a conceptual framework for the imple-

as it relates to the teaching of reading and
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Education and institutions of higher

education.

3. Goals for the kindergarten program in
Alabama should be expanded for clarifica
tion and measurability. These goals should
imply a philosophical position which
provides a clear direction for local
schools.

4. A state needs assessment relating specifically
to kindergartens should be undertaken.
This needs assessment could provide the
legislature with information necessary to
establish educational priorities. The

house kindergartenfacilities needed to

Financing

the renovation and acquisition of facilities

for kindergartens may require more revenue

than the funding of salaries for teachers.

In any event, it should be determined if

the expansion of the kindergarten program

will entail a bond issue to provide

facilities.

The State Department of Education should5.

develop acceptable methods and guide-
for local schools to evaluatelines

kindergarten programs.

programs should be determined.
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6. As a result of new goals and a needs

should be developed by the State Department

of Education for approval by the State

Board of Education.

7.

effort should be undertaken to coordinate

the expenditure of federal, state, and local

funds for the development of kindergartens.

The California plan appears as a model

Certain systemsworthy of consideration.

provide extensive kindergarten opportunities

through the utilization of Title I funds

and similar school systems choose to provide

The Stateno kindergarten experiences.

Department of Education does not desire to

dictate the expenditure of federal funds.

the commitment to provide kindergar-Thus,

ten rests at the local school level.

Should and will this commitment remain at

this level?

The final recommendation suggests that an

assessment, new policies for kindergartens
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QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING ALABAMA

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS

This questionnaire is divided into these four specific

parts: Personal Data, Philosophy of Kindergarten

Program, Organization and Administration, and General

Information. Please respond to each of the following

20 statements.

I. Personal Data (Please check appropriate response)
1.

Sharing

II. Philosophy of Kindergarten Programs

3.

yes no
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The kindergarten program or curriculum 
should be based upon detailed curriculum 
guides, specific behavioral objectives, 
and clear means of implementation and 
evaluation.

You are a kindergarten teacher in a program 
funded by: 
( ) Revenue 
( ) Title I, ESEA 
( ) Pilot Kindergarten Program

(
(
(
(

2. The Type certificate you now have is:
) Provisional
) Class B-Early Childhood
) Class A-Early Childhood
) Class AA-Early Childhood

( ) Elementary
( ) Secondary

For questions 3 through 17, please circle the correct 
response.
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4.

5.

yes no
6.

yes no
7.

yes no
8.

yes no
9.

yes no
Organization and AdministrationIII.

10.

yes no

11.

yes no

12.

yes no

13.

yes no

In your school, the articulation 
between kindergarten teachers and 
first grade teachers is adequate.

Materials and equipment provided 
for your class adequately meet the 
needs of your program.

Children who have been identified as 
having the greatest educational need 
should be given priority when selecting 
students for kindergarten classes.

Readiness skills for formal reading 
should be emphasized in the kinder
garten program.

The major purpose of the kindergarten 
program is to prepare children for 
success in the primary grades.

The kindergarten program or curriculum 
should be developed by the individual 
teacher and based upon her observations 
of the children.

The kindergarten program or curriculum 
should be one which the teacher has 
complete autonomy within very general

Do you believe that the teaching 
of formal reading should be a part 
of the kindergarten program?

Principals, supervisors, and other 
systemwide personnel are providing 
you with needed assistance and 
support.

guidelines to aid in developing curricula, 
selecting instructional format, and 
specifying objectives.

The kindergarten program or curriculum 
should permit the teachers to direct the 
learning situation and structure the 
environment according to specific princi
ples or theoretical frameworks concerning 
kindergarten education. yes no
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14.

yes no
15.

yes no
16.

yes no
IV. General Information

17.
yes no

18.

19.

20.

Do you think all kindergarten 
teachers should have completed 
at least one course in the teach
ing of reading?

Have you visited in the home of 
every child enrolled in your 
class?

Have some children started to 
read this year?

What advice would you offer to 
other systems as they initiate kindergarten 
programs?

In your opinion, how many of 
your children probably will repeat 
the first grade? 

What do you consider to be the 
greatest need for kindergartens 
in Alabama?

Kindergarten teachers should move 
to the first grade with their 
kindergarten groups.
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May 20, 1975

Dear Kindergarten Teacher:

Sincerely yours.

Richard Chapman
134

Richard Chapman
P.O. Box 2512
Opelika, Alabama 36801

With the passage of Act No. 1075 (Alabama Law, Regular 
Session, 1973), the Alabama State Department of 
Education was directed to establish public kinder
garten pilot programs in each of the congressional 
districts from which State Board of Education members 
are elected. Further, the State Department of Educa
tion was directed to work cooperatively with local 
boards of education in programs for each center, by 
providing criteria and funds for the employment of 
personnel, the purchase of equipment and supplies, 
and other expenditures necessary to implement the 
provisions of the Act. Based on the passage of this 
Act and the present attitude of Alabama legislators, 
it is anticipated that public kindergartens for 
five-year-olds will be a reality by 1980.

I realize that these materials will reach you near the 
end of the school year and that your out-of-class time 
will be minimal. Yet, I certainly would appreciate 
your assistance and shall look forward to hearing from 
you soon.

Because of my interest in Early Childhood Education 
and Administration, I am in the process of completing 
a dissertation entitled "A Conceptual Framework and 
Implementation Plan for the Anticipated Expansion of 
the Alabama Kindergarten Program." You have had 
experience working with kindergarten programs; therefore, 
I would like to obtain your input for use in the 
development of the model and implementation plan.
Please complete the enclosed questionnaire and return 
it to me in the enclosed envelope by June 5, 1975.
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GUIDE TO INTERVIEW WITH STATE DEPARTMENT

PERSONNEL REGARDING KINDERGARTEN

PROGRAMS IN ALABAMA

For Early Childhood Education Consultants:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

For Title I, 89-10 Consultants:P.L.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Where are these kindergartens located - systems 
and schools?

How many kindergarten classrooms are operated 
from Title I funds in this State?

Are any kindergartens operated with federal 
funds other than Title I?
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Can you provide the names of the kindergarten 
teachers?

Does the State Department have any information 
regarding enrollment in private kindergartens 
and Head Start?

What are the names and addresses of the 
principals and kindergarten teachers in the 
Pilot Program?

Where are the Pilot Kindergarten Programs 
located (schools)?

Do other public kindergarten programs exist 
in Alabama? If so, is the information 
requested in questions one and two 
available?

What material has the State Department published 
concerning kindergartens in Alabama? May I 
have copies of this material?

Approximately how much Title I money is allocated 
for the operation of kindergartens in Alabama?
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KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

1973-74

PROPOSED BUDGET FOR ONE CLASS OF 23 KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN*

Standard Budget for One Class

672.01 Salaries and Wages $12,875.00

b) Non-Professional (1 @ $3,360)

672.02 Matching Retirement 1,152.00

672.03 Matching Social Security 753.00

672.04

672.05

672.06 1,120.00

352.30672.07 Travel

755.00672.08

107.00672.09 Evaluation and Assessment
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Orientation and In-service
Training and Consultant Services 
(Workshops for kindergarten teachers 
continuing in-service training for 
K-3 teachers, subsistence and parental 
conferences.)

Employer's Wage Continuation cost 
@ $36.00 (to be allocated separately 
at a later date)

Employer's Hospitalization cost 
$156 per full-time employee 
(allocated separately at a later 
date)

Instructional Materials 
(books, paper, toys, classroom 
supplies, manipulative materials 
and equipment)

a) Kindergarten teachers 
(1 @ $9,515)
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672.10
828.00

Total $17,942.30

*

Transportation ($36.00 per 
pupil)

Reproduced from North Carolina Pilot 
Kindergarten Program. Fourth Annual 
Evaluation Report, 1973.
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SYSTEMS HAVING TITLE I, P.L. 89-10,

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS, 1974-75*

City

156$1,320,3143,173TOTALS
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No. of Kinder
garten partici
gants

20
108
225

1,400
25

125
60

100
100
200
40
25
20
20
75

180
75

280
20
75

Estimated Cost 
for materials
& supplies

$ 10,078 
34,554 

155,867 
551,455 
11,052 
48,774 
25,174 
35,300 
43,887 
93,079 
13,472 
10,342 
4,334 

11,024 
18,595 
78,150 
23,848 

126,601
7,078 

17,650

Number of 
Kindergar
ten Teachers

1
6

15
70
1
5
3
4
5
8
2
1
1
1
3
9
3

14
1
3

Andalusia 
Athens 
Bessemer 
Birmingham 
Demopolis 
Dothan 
Elba 
Enterprise 
Eufaula 
Huntsville 
Jasper 
Linden 
Marion
Muscle Shoals 
Russellville 
Selma 
Talladega 
Tuscaloosa 
Winfield 
Geneva
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County

$

220$1,658,3124,394TOTALS

376$2,978,626GRAND TOTALS 7,567

★ From information provided by State Department, Division 
of Administration and Finance, Federal Programs.

No. of Kinder
garten partici
pants

30
178
120
140
275
180
240
224
120
250
80

200
240
20

150
100
600
240
60

120
215
162
150
200
100

Estimated Cost 
for materials 
& supplies

16,232 
74,000 
45,799 
40,876 
98,226 
28,612 

117,913 
40,000 
58,666 
70,830 
26,640 
84,815 
35,421 
10,000 
48,000 
36,115 

351,980 
108,480 
27,090 
59,600 
80,735 
30,600 
50,000 
89,175 
18,507

Number of 
Kindergar
ten Teach.

2
9
6
7

15
11
13
12
6

10
4
8

14
1
6
4

30
12
3
8

10
9
7
8
5

Autauga 
Barbour 
Bibb 
Bullock 
Butler 
Choctaw 
Clarke 
Conecuh 
Crenshaw 
Geneva 
Henry 
Lamar 
Lawrence 
Loundes 
Marengo 
Marion 
Mobile 
Monroe 
Morgan 
Perry 
Pickens 
Pike 
Russell 
Tuscaloosa 
Wilcox

SYSTEMS HAVING TITLE I, P.L. 89-10, 
KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS, 1974-75
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SYSTEMS HAVING REVENUE SHARING PROGRAMS, 1974-75

Number of ClassesSystem

1Barbour County
1Bibb County
1Cullman City
1Elba City
1Gadsden City
1Huntsville City
2Morgan County
1Ozark City
2Phenix City
1Piedmont City
1Pike County
1Russellville City

144
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SYSTEMS HAVING PILOT KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS, 1974-75

Number of ClassesSystem

3Andalusia City

3Anniston City

3Auburn City

3Birmingham City

3Tuscaloosa City

3Etowah County

3Madison County

3Mobile County
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Act No. 1075

upon its

147

Each Probate Judge, Sheriff, and the Clerk and Register of 
the Circuit Court is required by law to preserve this slip or 
pamphlet in a book kept in his office until the Act is published 
in permanent form.

ALABAMA LAW
(Regular Session, 1973)

H. 1182—Turnham, Ellis, Wynot, O’Daniel, 
Agee, Bank, Drake, St. John, 
McDonald, Reed (T), Snell, Mims, 
Adams, Hale, Casey

AN ACT
To direct the State Department of Education to establish public 

kindergarten pilot programs in each of the congressional districts from 
which State Board of Education members are elected of the state.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of Alabama:

Section 1. The State Department of Education is hereby 
directed to establish a center for early childhood education, in 
each of the congressional districts from which State Board of 
Education members are elected of this state, which shall be 
conducted as public kindergarten pilot programs.

Section 2. The State Department of Education is directed 
to provide for the establishment of such centers and work 
cooperatively with local boards of education in setting up pro
grams in each center and will provide criteria and funds for 
employment of personnel, purchasing equipment and supplies 
and other expenditures which are necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this Act.

Section 3. There is hereby appropriated to the State Dept, 
of Education from the Alabama Special Education Trust Fund 
the amount of $400,000 for each fiscal year beginning October 
1, 1973 for carrying out the purpose of this Act.

Section 4. This Act shall become effective immediately 
upon its passage and approval by the Governor, or upon its 
otherwise becoming a law.

Approved September 17, 1973.
Time: 3:25 P.M.
I hereby certify that the foregoing copy of an Act of the 

Legislature of Alabama has been compared with the enrolled 
Act and it is a true and correct copy thereof.

Given under my hand this 16th day of October, 1973.
JOHN W. PEMBERTON

Clerk of the House
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CRITERIA BY WHICH PROPOSALS WILL BE EVALUATED

1. Commitment to the program must be demonstrated by

the city or county board of education, the super

intendent of education, central office personnel,

the school principals, and the teachers.

2. The local system must show support of the program

by providing adequate supervision at the system

level and at'the local school level.

3. Each system must agree to provide financial support

from local sources at the per pupil rate of 25

percent or more of local monies currently provided

for each child in grades 1-12. This does not

The second year ofinclude inkind contributions.

the biennium the same amount of local money must

for other pupils.

4.

developing programs.

Pilot program must not replace existing programs5. The

for five-year-olds.
6. The

149

The school system must indicate its willingness to 

work with the State Department of Education in

pupils enrolled in this program must be repre

sentative of the total school and community population.

be spent for five-year-olds as



7.

a model school program for education of

preservice and inservice teachers, parents, aides,

statewide basis.

8. Program located in schools accredited by the State

Department of Education will be given priority.

9. Standards set up in the guide, Alabama Kindergartens,

will be used in evaluating facilities and in

organizing and administering the program.

10. Early Childhood Education centers must provide

for continuity of the program from kindergarten

through primary grades.

11. To facilitate teacher planning and working together

for continuity of the program, the five-year-olds

should be located on the site of an elementary

school and be

There should be time available for kindergarten12.

and primary teachers to plan and work together.

13. Teachers should be certified in Early Childhood

grades.

tion shall be given preference.

14. The salary scale for teachers should be the same as

that for other teachers in the system.

150
one of its purposes—to

or Elementary Education with emphasis

Teachers with Early Childhood certifica-

on primary

an integral part of that school.

serve as

and other interested personnel locally and on a

The program should have as
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The proposal must indicate a plan for parent and15.

community involvement as an integral part of the

program.
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January, 1973
INTRODUCTION

and otherwise.
affirms this:

POLICIES - EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ALABAMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

But it is dear that a relationship exists. Failure in the initial 
years of formal education can bo closely tied to the high percentage of 
dropouts in the public schools. It costs approximately twice as much 
to retain a child in a mentally retarded or remedial classroom as in a 
regular classroom. Once in a special class, he usually remains there 
at least eight years. And yet, for example, over half the Spanish- 
surnamed and Negro children in mentally retarded classrooms in California

To the extent that an educational program for young children contri
butes to their success as students and citizens, it will significantly 
reduce subsequent remedial, counseling and even penal and welfare costs. 
There are no definitive, statistics on how much a state might save in 
the long term by investing in early childhood education. And there is 
not yet enough experience Lo analyze precisely the relationship of early 
training to prevention of later problems.

These are years of most rapid intellectual growth. These are the years 
when the ways of thinking and behaving, which will guide the mental development 
of the individual through the rest of his life, are being formed. Most educa
tional problems start before a child enters the first grade. Efforts to deal 
with the cause rather than the effect should start well before the child is six.

Efforts must be made to prevent a break in the educational philosophy 
between the programs designed for children under six years of age and the pro
grams for primary grades. Therefore, Early Childhood Education programs in 
Alabama are designed for children eight years of age and below. There should 
be continuity in educational philosophy and practice from the first educational 
experiences through the twelfth grade.

During the twentieth century education has expanded its offerings and 
services to meet the needs of a wider range age group as well as a more varied 
school population. With deepened insights into the importance and influence 
of good educational experiences for young children, public schools are increas
ingly accepting responsibility for providing Early Childhood Education programs 
as an integral part of the elementary school.

Early education should be considered our greatest investment economically 
The 1971 Report of the Education Commission of the States

Although research is still in progress and conclusions continue to evolve, 
it appears that enough evidence exists to strongly indicate to society the need 
for a long-range commitment of funds to the proposition that the first eight 
years of life is the most important period in determining the future effective
ness of all our citizens.

The past decade has produced a new body of educational, psychological, and 
medical research documenting the crucial importance of the first eight years of 
life. We are convinced that these early years arc critical in determining the 
future effectiveness of our citizens and in the long-range prevention of crime, 
poverty, addiction, malnutrition, neuroses, and violence.
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able for 
programs

The 
the past 
education of children, 
ibililv for appropriate and well-planned programs

main purpose of many of the programs for Early Childhood Education in 
has boon for employment of adults or for reasons other than the 

it is important that educational groups assume respon
sibility for appropriate and well-planned programs to prepare competent Early 
Childhood Education teachers to provide the best educational experiences for 
young children.

The State ilonrd of Education al their Meeting on January 8, 1973, accepted 
in their st .'itvn'.ent oi educational philosophy responsibility of the education 
of Alabama's children under six years of age.

have the ability to be in regular classrooms and have been misclassi
fied because they lacked early training In English and the basic 
skills demanded by the public schools. It costs per year, on a 
national average, $6,070 io detain a juvenile, $1,898 to keep an 
individual in a state penitentiary, and about $1,000 for an individual 
on welfare.

Over a long period of time, there will bo cost benefits in trims of 
reduced expenditures for special and remedial education, delinquency 
and crime, and an increase in the general productivity of society. 
But it would be a mistake to expect an immediate measurable payoff; 
education and other social services generally do not work that way. I’ 
would be a disservice to sell a developmental program for young childien 
solely on the basis of some immediate cost-benefit analysis.

In fact, early childhood programs can be considered integrally related 
to overall state economic development. A 1967-68 financial study pre
pared by Moody's Investors Associates and Campus Facilities Associates 
for the. State of South Carolina linked implementation of a state kinder
garten prop,ram to the state's total manpower resources and the overall 
drive for economic growth. In addition to long-range development, the 
programs would bo to reduce the number of first grade repeaters and 
result in a savings of at least $2.5 million a year. Resultant support 
from the legislature and the governor led to the initiation of a 
kindergarten program in 1970.

The question is not whether states should be involved, because to a large 
extent they already are. Eight states and Guam mandate kindergarten programs 
anu at least thirty-seven have, adopted legislation permitting them. Thirty
eight states, American Samoa and Puerto Rico make, some form of state aid avail- 

kind«*rgartens, and at least six provide some funding for preschool 
(below five years of age).

Expeetaiivub are bound to be disappointing because, the real valuer, have 
been overlooked, and the short-term payoff will not be as spectacular 
as hoped.,
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Policy Statements - Early Childhood Education for State Department of Education

I. Establishment of Schools for Fivc-Year-Olds

1.1

1.2

II. Responsibility of Education for Children Under Five

1.1

1.2

III. Teacher Education - Early Childhood Teacher Education

1.1

1.2

1.3

IV. Parent Educati_on

1.1

1.2

V.

The State Department of Education will devise standards for 
programs for parent education.

The State Department of Education shall be responsible for certi
fication of all teachers in all programs providing educational 
opportunities for children under six.

When programs are established for children under age five, the 
State Department of Education will assume the appropriate 
responsibility for the educational aspects of such programs.

There is an immediate need for establishing publicly-supported 
programs of education for all five-year-olds.

The State Department of Education is responsible for the approval 
of all educational institutions providing teacher education 
programs in the field of Early Childhood Education.

Organization for Early Childhood Education Within the State Department 
of Education

Since parent education is an integral part of Early Childhood 
Education, parent education workers are needed in the field 
and should be encouraged by the State Department of Education.

Private schools for children under six years of age should have 
the opportunity of being certified by the State Department of 
Education.

The State Department of Education will proceed to initiate a 
plan to meet this need.

The State Department of Education accepts its rightful responsibility for 
the education of all children under six and will Initiate a plan to meet this 
special need.

The State Department of Education will develop a guide for 
evaluating programs for the training of paraprofcssionals in 
Early Childhood Education, which will be used in approving 
such programs.

The instructional aspect of all early childhood programs will be vested 
in an Early Childhood Education section in the Division of Instruction.
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1.1

1.2
to

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

1.3

1.4

VI. Stand a rd Tor Curriculum Develo.nment

1.1

1.2

VII. Leg i sla t i on

1.1

1.2

Stale Department of Education will lake Initiative hi socking 
legislation to expedite this Early Childhood Education progiam.

Coordination of Early Childhood Education section staff 
and all Early Childhood Education services within the 
State Department of Education

Coordination and cooperation with other stale and fedrial 
agencies providing programs and services to young children 
and their families

Consultant and guidance services in teacher education and 
paraprofcssional training

The State Department of Education will be responsible for 
developing standards for programs for children under five.

Slate Department of Education will develop criteria for 
evaluating those programs.

Consultants and guidance services to private and church- 
related Early Childhood Education programs and consultant 
and guidance services in parent education

General supervision of Early Childhood Education programs 
now existing or now being planned in the public school 
systems

The Stale Department of Education will establish a channel 
through which legislative efforts in interest of the program 
will be coordinated.

State Department of Education divisions or units, other than 
the Division of Instruction, working in the Early Childhood 
Education area should have a staff member assigned to the 
Early Childhood Education section as a liaison person.

Consultants in the Division of Instruction working in Early 
Childhood Education programs should be assigned to the Early 
Childhood Education section.

It Is essential that a section bo set up immediately to 
coordinate and give directions tn the Early Childhood 
Educal Ion movement.

A staff sufficient in quantity and quality will be employed 
provide necessary services in such areas as:
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PROCEDURES FOR STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S USE

IN SETTING UP

1. Starting October 1, 1973, eight State Supported

Early Childhood Demonstration Programs will be

established in school systems across the state.

2. Early Childhood staff will be employed October 1,

1973, in the State Department of Education to work

3. One program will be established in each of the

State Board of Education districts.

A minimum of two rural sites as determined by the4.

19 70 census will be selected.

Each school system in the state is being invited5.

A guide for writing theto submit a proposal.

proposal is being furnished.

6.

A State Early Childhood Education Advisory Committee7.

will screen the proposals.

159

EIGHT EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION DEMONSTRATION CENTERS
August, 1973

H. B. 1182

with these programs.

on or before October 15, 1973.

Fifteen copies of the proposal should be submitted 

to Dr. LeRoy Brown, State Superintendent of Education,
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On-site visits will be made to systems being considered8.

9. Recommendations for approval of proposals will be

made by the committee to Dr. Brown.

10. Official notification and approved proposals will be

sent by Dr. Brown to each local board of education

in Alabama on or before November 17, 1973.

11. timeChildren will enroll January 1, 1974, since

will be needed for inservice, program planning,

and preparation of sites.

12. Teacher employment will be discussed with systems

whose proposals are approved.

The State Department of Education will work closely13.

with the systems and schools in the development

and implementation of programs.

in final selection to evaluate site and program.
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July 24, 1975

36801

Dear Mr. Chapman:

LSH/WCW:lcc

Mr. Richard Chapman 
P. 0. Box 2512 
Opelika, Alabama

Utilization of the information of this dissertation seems very 
useful in working with public school administrators and other staff.

This letter in no way reflects the sanction or approval of the 
Alabama State Department of Education.

Signed:

(Mrs.) Louise S. Higgins

/■V

William C. Ward

This is a letter of verification based on examination of kinder
garten implementation models presented herein to indicate endorsement 
for these models' applicability. An understanding of the development 
and utility of these models has been accommodated through a number o 
discussions with the author.
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July 15, 1975

36801

Dear Mr. Chapman:

Mr. Richard Chapman 
P.O. Box 2512 
Opelika, Alabama

After examining the models and implementation plan 
contained in your study, it appears to me that they 
accurately represent a process for implementing 
kindergartens.

Sincerely, *

/Dr. Juanie Noland 
Department of Education 
Tuskegee Institute

It is my opinion that the study addresses 
itself to a problem concerning many local administrators.
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